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Abstract
In rapid transit applications, it is often necessary to optimize the ride of the train for
certain parameters based upon time ofday, occupant density, and system-wide
scheduling. Trade-offs have to be made between energy conservation, time
minimization, and ride comfort. Typically the dynamics of the train are not well known
(or not initially known at all), change over time, and are non-linear. In the past, a transit
control engineer would typically use P-I control but could spend days or weeks on-site
adjusting the P-I constants to obtain a ride that felt good and met the design constraints.
This process was both time consuming and expensive.
This paper presents a control scheme for a rapid transit train that uses optimal concepts
coupled with fuzzy control and neuro-fuzzy modeling techniques. The optimal controller
allows users to define different ride types by adjusting weights on the cost equation. The
controller design is done almost automatically, with minimal control engineer effort
needed, by post-processing data collected from the train. The post-processing process
uses neuro-fuzzy modeling techniques to create a dynamic model for the train, which can
be used with optimal techniques to obtain fuzzy control rules for controlling the train.
Once the initial design is in place, the controller becomes adaptive and fine-tunes itself to
match the dynamics of the particular train that it is on.
n
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1. Introduction
In rapid transit applications, it is often necessary to optimize the ride of the train for
certain parameters based upon time of day, occupant density, and system-wide
scheduling. Trade-offs have to be made between energy conservation, time
minimization, and ride comfort. For example, if it is rush hour and the occupant density
is high then the system-wide schedule changes to one in which the trains are run very
close together and time is of the essence. In this case, energy conservation and passenger
comfort are of less concern than keeping the train on schedule. If on the other hand, it is
8pm and occupant density is lower then the trains are typically run farther apart and
attempts are made to conserve power and provide a much smoother ride.
Being able to optimize the ride of the train for different parameters begs a control
engineer to use an optimal control scheme. Students ofoptimal control will be the first to
tell you that it is ofutmost importance to know exact equations describing the dynamics
of a plant before you can attempt to control it with optimal control schemes. This
presents a problem in the transit industry. Typically the dynamics of the train are not
well known (or not initially known at all), change over time, and are non-linear. In the
past, a transit control engineer would typically use P-I control because it was fairly robust
against small changes in the dynamics of the train, and it was manually tunable using
certain rules. As the control engineer went from one type of train to another for different
contracts, the dynamics of the trains were typically very different, causing the engineer to
stay on-location for days or weeks at a time riding the trains and adjusting the P-I
constants to obtain a ride that felt good and met the design constraints. This process was
both time consuming and expensive.
This paper presents a control scheme for a rapid transit train that uses optimal concepts
coupled with fuzzy control and neuro-fuzzy modeling techniques. The optimal controller
allows users to define different ride types by adjusting weights on the cost equation. The
controller design is done almost automatically, with minimal control engineer effort
needed, by post-processing data collected from the train. Once the initial design is in
place, the controller becomes adaptive and fine-tunes itself to match the dynamics of the
particular train that it is on. This paper assumes that the dynamics of the train change
slowly and therefore we assume the train to be on level track. In this paper, we will not
cover the case of the train going up and down hills. If one wants to compensate for track
grade, it can be done by incorporating a device used to measure grade and adding the
grade as another parameter in the neuro-fuzzy model and optimal controller.
This paper presents brief overviews/reviews of fuzzy logic, adaptive, and optimal theory,
however it is assumed that the reader has at least some background knowledge in all of
these areas. Chapter 2 covers the overall topology of the closed loop control system
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presented in this paper. Chapter 3 gives background information necessary to understand
some basic concepts in fuzzy logic and the mechanics on how the traditional Mamdani
method is used to convert linguistic models of a process into amathematical format
suitable for evaluation. The concepts ofmembership functions and rule bases are briefly
reviewed in this chapter. Chapter 4 points out why we can't use the Mamdani method for
this application and presents an alternate method of fuzzy reasoning that is more suitable
for our needs. Chapter 5 introduces a method called "Mountain Clustering" which is
used to create fuzzy membership functions and fuzzy rules from raw measured data.
When applied using the alternate fuzzy reasoning methods, these membership functions
and rules form the basis of a rough fuzzy model of the train. Chapter 6 is a review of
adaptive concepts that is necessary to present the LMS algorithm which is the basis for
the
"backprop"
algorithm used in this paper. Chapter 7 introduces the "backprop"
algorithm and shows how to use it to adapt and fine-tune the fuzzy trainmodel that was
first developed in chapter 5. Chapter 8 is a review of optimal concepts and the dynamic
programming algorithm. This algorithm is used with the fuzzy train model developed in
chapter 7 in order to determine the optimal control sequence that will be used to control
the train. Chapter 9 presents the unified solution for the train control problem and
contains a number of
"hands-on"
observations for applying all of the theoretical material
presented thus far. Chapter 10 presents the results of the matlab simulation and contains
discussions of the results. The Reference and Bibliography sections present a number of
recommended reading materials for those wishing to further investigate some of the
topics discussed.
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2. Control System Overview
Ref. Velocity Input (k) *
Velocity(k) Fuzzy Controller Power Command (k),
rV
Fuzzy Rule Scheduler
^^v
Velocity(k)
<~^ ^^
Adaptive Algorithm
<- >
Fuzzy Model
rower vs. velocity vs. i ime
for Given Input Reference Velocity Optimal Controller V
Figure 2.1, Closed Loop System
A diagram of the overall closed loop control system is shown in figure 2.1. Before the
initial controller design, numerous power vs. velocity data points are found during trial
runs in which the operator or engineermanually controls the train. These trial runs
should cover all of the power commands and velocities overwhich the trainwill operate.
This data is initially fed off-line through an unsupervised learning algorithm that clusters
the data and finds the approximate cluster centers, which are then used as the initial
starting points for the adaptive algorithm. The data is then repeatedly fed through the
adaptive algorithm off-line until a good initial estimate for the fuzzy model is obtained.
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Once the off-line work is done, the fuzzy model rules and membership functions can be
loaded into the closed-loop system and the control system can automatically operate the
train. Over the course ofoperation, the adaptive algorithm continues to measure data
points and adjusts the fuzzy model accordingly.
The optimal controller uses the fuzzymodel and reference velocity to calculate, using
dynamic programming, a three dimensional [time vs. velocity vs. power] matrix. This
matrix gives the power output for a given velocity and time that will drive the plant to the
reference velocity. It can be seen that as the quantization level of time, velocity, and
power becomes more coarse, the size of the matrix, and the number of calculations, goes
down dramatically but the number of control points that have a direct look-up solution
also goes down. One solution to this dilemma is to use linear interpolation to find
solutions for those control points that can not be directly looked up. The solution that we
will use instead will be to define each quantization level of time, velocity, and power as
the center of a fuzzy membership function and define each of the control point solutions
as a fuzzy rule. These fuzzy rules are then used to directly control the train. Although
this solution may not appear readily apparent, it will be covered in detail in later sections
of this paper.
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3. Review of Fuzzy Logic Concepts
This chapter presents a review of fuzzy logic concepts that are necessary in order to
understand how both the fuzzy train model and the fuzzy controller work. It is assumed
that the reader has at least some background knowledge in fuzzy logic. For those wishing
to further investigate "continuous", "fuzzy", or "Zadehan" logic, please refer to
references [1], [3], [4], and [6] in the 'References'section of this paper and the Zadeh
listing in the 'Bibliography' section.
Fuzzy logic attempts to take linguistic models (LM's) ofprocesses and convert them to a
mathematical and logical format for evaluation. For a two input, single output linguistic
model, the most common method of fuzzy logic is as follows:
Linguistic form:
IfU, is A, and U2 is B, then V is C,
ALSO
IfUt is A2 and U2 is B2 then V is C2
ALSO
IfU, is Am and U2 is Bm then V is Cm
Changing notation, we can evaluate:
Given:
A{& B} - C,
A2& B2 - C,
Am& Bm -> Cm
Then: = & ) [(Ax& Bx) -> C, ]
C2 = & B2')[(A2& B2) ^ C2]
=(Am'&Bm')o[(Am&Bm)^ Cm]
Output Membership function F = Q ' ALSO C2' ALSO ... ALSO Cm'
Wherew:
"->" is the Mamdani (min, Re) rule of implication (inference) but can in
general be any number of the conjunctive t-norms.
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" " is the Max-Min compositional operator but in general the literature
contains many max-star compositions, where star is min, product, bounded
product, or drastic product.
" & " is the minimum conjunctive operator but can in general be any number
of the t-norms.
"Also" is the maximum disjunctive operator but can in general be any number
of the t-conorms.
This logic follows the generalizedmodus ponens (GMP) form of approximate reasoning.
In general, the GMP states^:
premise 1: Ui is A'
premise 2: ifU[ is A then V is C
consequence: V is C'
How well a method meets the GMP can be found by measuring the performance of the
method against the Intuitive Criteria for the GMP .
Antecedents Consequents
Criterion 1 U,isA VisC
Criterion 2-1 L1! is very A V is very C
Criterion 2-2 U[ is very A VisC
Criterion 3-1 L1! is more or less A V is more or less C
Criterion 3-2 L1! is more or less A VisC
Criterion 4-1 L7! is not A V is unknown
Criterion 4-2 U[ is not A V is not C
Table 3.1 - Intuitive Criteria for the GMP
It can be shown that the Mamdani method meets criterion 1, 2-2, and 3-2 but does not
meet criterion 4. Shown graphically, and solved using the computer program listed in
Appendix B, the results ofusing the Mamdani method against the GMP are shown in
figures 3.1 thru 3.4.
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Figure 3.1a - Criterion 1 Test: Membership Functions ofA, A', and C
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Figure 3.1b- Resultant Membership Function C (Note: C = C)
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Figure 3.2a - Criterion 2 Test: Membership Functions of A, A', and C
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Figure 3.2b - Resultant Membership Function C (Note: C = C)
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Membership function of A. Ap (= Sort Of A), and C
0
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Figure 3.3a - Criterion 3 Test: Membership Functions of A, A', and C
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Figure 3.3b - Resultant Membership Function C (Note: C = C)
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Membership function of A. Ap (= NOT A), and C
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Figure 3.4a - Criterion 4 Test: Membership Functions of A, A-, and C
Membership function of C and Cp
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x1 axis
Figure 3.4b - ResultantMembership FunctionC (C shown for comparison)
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Using the Mamdani method, ifwe define:
"A(x,), B(x2), C(y)" are the membership functions ofA, B, C
"xj , x2 , y" are the universes ofdiscourse for Ub U2, and V
then the equation
becomes
C'
= (A'&B')o[(A&B)^C] (3.1)
C'(y)= U {(^'(*,)aB'(x2))a[(^(x,)a B(x2)) a C(y)]} (3.2)
x\,xl
Now, noting that the minimum operation is distributive over itself, the equation becomes:
C'(y) = |J {(A'(Xl) a B'(x2)) a [(A(Xl) a C(.y)) a (B(x2) a C(y))]} (3-3)
jrl,jr2
Furthermore, noting that the minimum operation is associative and then re-arranging we
get:
C'(y) = {J {^(x,)a[^,)aC(j)]}aU {B'(x2)A[B(x2)AC(y)]} (3.4)
Inspecting this equation, we see that the Mamdani method has reduced to two separate
antecedent terms, connected with the minimum as follows:
C = (A' o(A -> C))& (B' o(B -> C)) (3.5)
Now, if it is noted that the inputs A'(xi) and B'(x2) are crisp inputs, also known as fuzzy
singletons, then A'(xi) A A(xj) simply becomes A(X[ ') where x, ' is the value of x{ where
the fuzzy singleton is defined. Note that this eliminates the
'max'
operation over xl .
Shown graphically A'(x() A A(x^ whenA' is fuzzy:
A A'
A'AA
^v^
xl xl
11
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Shown graphically A'fo) A A(xO whenA' is a fuzzy singleton:
A'
A
^^^'
A- a A
xl'
xl
This simplifies the equation to:
xl'
xl
C'(y)= {A(x[)AC(y)}A {S(xJ)aC^)}
which can be re-arranged back to:
C'(y)= {A(x[)AB(x2)AC(y)}
This helps to create a simple algorithm for evaluating the LMW:
(3.6)
(3.7)
1) Fuzzification: For each portion of the antecedent, find the level ofmatching
by using the crisp input as the argument in the membership function equation.
For example, the level ofmatching between A and Ul is given by A(x, ')
where X!
' is the crisp input measured for input U,.
2) For each rule, the degree of firing (DOF), t, is given by combining all portions
of the antecedent using the minimum conjunctive operator.
T =A(xl')AB(x2') (3.8)
3) For each rule T, form the consequentQ' using the minimum in the equation
C; (jO = t,. aC.-OO. (3.9)
4) Aggregation (ALSO operation): Combine all of the Q using the maximum in
the equation
F(y) = \Jc,(y). (3-n>
5) Defuzzification: Convert the resultant fuzzy output F(y) to a crisp number
using the center of area:
f yF(y)dy
youl = ~r (3-12) OR yout =
-JL-
12
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4. An Alternate Method of Fuzzy Reasoning
4. 1 Why the Alternate Method?
The method of reasoning presented in chapter 3 works well and is very quick for figuring
out a solution once given the fuzzy rule base and fuzzy membership functions. One
reason for the speed is that it uses "max" and "min" functions that can be implemented
without using floating point or integer math. The problem with this method of fuzzy
reasoning comes when you try to "learn"; that is, to modify the membership functions so
as to minimize the error between the output of the model and the output of the system for
a given set of inputs. In general, the fuzzy model output, and hence the output error, is a
function of the given input vector and of the parameters used to describe the membership
functions. As will be shown in chapter seven, the back-propogation algorithm requires
that this function be differentiable with respect to the membership function parameters.
In order to meet this requirement, the alternate method of fuzzy reasoning is developed.
4.2 Derivation ofAlternate Method
Given aMISO linguistic model:
"IF U, is Bn AND U2 is Bi2 AND ... AND Ur is Bir THEN V is
D,"
Where i = 1 .. m and m is the number of rules, then we can describe an alternate method
of fuzzy reasoning' .
Given: Bn& Bi2&...& Bir - D,
Then:
D[ = & Bi2 &...&Bir')o[(Bn& Bi2&...&Bir)-> >,]
OutputMembership Function F = D, ' ALSO D2' ALSO ... ALSO Dm'
Where:
">" is the Larsens (Rp) rule of implication (inference)
" " is the Max-Product compositional operator
" & " is the multiplicitive conjunctive operator
"ALSO" is a summation disjunctive operator
Following the previous derivation for the Mamdani method:
"Bjj(Xj),
D(y)"
are the membership functions ofBy and D
"Xj, y
"
are the universes of discourse for Uj and V
13
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then the equation
D, =(Bn &Bi2 &...& Bir )[(Bn&Bi2&...&Bir)^ D,]
becomes
(4.1)
d> w = u (n bu (xj [(n bu(*j d> (^)]
(4.2)
Now, noting that the multiplication operation is associative, the equation becomes:
Di W = U II *(*;) "II B^x^-D^y)
xi [ i i
(4.3)
Now again, if it is noted that the inputs Bjj'(Xj) are fuzzy singletons, and further noting
that a fuzzy singleton is a 8 function with an amplitude of 1, then By'(Xj) * Bjj(xj) simply
becomes Bjj(xj') where Xj' is the value of Xj where the fuzzy singleton is defined. Note
that this eliminates the
'max'
operation over Xj.
Shown graphically By'(Xj) * By(Xj) when B' is fuzzy:
B B'
B'*B
^-<^^
xj xj
Shown graphically By'(Xj) * By(Xj) when
B' is a fuzzy singleton:
B'
B_
B'*B
xj xj xj xj
14
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This simplifies the equation to:
D-(y) = U Bu{x',)-D,(y) (4'4)
j
This helps to create a simple algorithm for evaluating the LMW:
1) Fuzzification: For each portion of the antecedent, find the level ofmatching
by using the crisp input as the argument in the membership function equation.
For example, the level ofmatching between Bu and U] is given by Bj^x, ')
where x{
' is the crisp input measured for input U[.
2) For each rule, the degree of firing (DOF), x, is given by combining all portions
of the antecedent using the multiplication conjunctive operator.
x ,
= n Bu(Xj') (4.5)
j
3) For each rule T, form the consequent Dj' using the equation
Di\y) = xi-D,(y). (4.6)
4) Aggregation (ALSO operation): Combine all of the Dj using summation in the
equation
F(y) = YjDi'(y). (4.7)
5) Defuzzification: Convert the resultant fuzzy output F(y) to a crisp number
using the center of area:
y' = ^nr, J- (4"8) R y"' = V FdA (4-9)\F(y)dy 1j F{y)
y
It should be noted that the summation in (4.7) takes the membership function amplitude
out of the (0-l) range. This does not cause a problem, however, due to the averaging of
step 5 this effect is eliminated. Taking equation (4.9) and substituting in equations (4.6)
and (4.7) notice that
V =
y
J out
y^fD.iy))] (4.10)
IKvAW)
15
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/ou/
z
y
' L y
And noting that the centroid of individual consequence Dj is defined as:
X y-AOO
* y
y-, =
X dm
(4.11)
(4.12)
Then, the crisp output inferred by this method when using the center-of-area
defuzzification is given by:
m
y =
/=!
if*
I*.
;'=!
Now, ifwe assume Gaussian membership functions of the form
(4.13)
bu{x,) = e
-Vi
i *'!
\ >i J (4.14)
withmean Xy and standard deviation ay then when we compute xx as in step ( 2) we find
xW61:
r . '\
-X
*\2
and therefore, crisp output y can be formulated as
m
y = X v
(=1
(4.15)
(4.16)
16
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where
Vi
e %
*
J X'J
a
(4.17)
U J
m
9=1
* "\
xj xv>j
<?J J
4.3 Performance Against GMP Criteria
Ifwe use assume only one rule, one antecedent, and one consequent, then the alternate
fuzzy reasoning method is reduced to:
D = (5, )o[5,-> D] (4.18)
Where:
'>" is the Larsens (Rp) rule of implication (inference)
' " is the Max-Product compositional operator
We can take this formulation and see how it performs against the GMP criterion. Shown
graphically, and solved using computer, the results ofusing the alternate method of fuzzy
reasoning against the GMP are shown in figures 4. 1 thru 4.4.
17
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Membership function of A, Ap (= A), and C
0
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Figure 4.1a - Criterion 1 Test: Membership Functions ofA, A , and C
Membership function of C and Cp
0
x1 axis
Figure 4. 1b - ResultantMembership FunctionC (Note: C = C)
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Membership function of A. Ap (= Very A), and C
-2024
x1 axis
Figure 4.2a - Criterion 2 Test: Membership Functions of A, A', and C
Membership function of C and Cp
0
x1 axis
Figure 4.2b - Resultant Membership FunctionC (Note: C = C)
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Figure 4.3a - Criterion 3 Test: Membership functions of A, A', and C
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Note that in all cases except for the last, the resultant membership functionC is the same
as the membership function for C. From the results it can be seen that the logic behind
the alternate fuzzy reasoning meets GMP criteria 1, 2-2 and 3-2 but fails to meet criteria
4. It therefore follows that the alternate method of fuzzy reasoning may be used for most
logic following the GMP method of reasoning.
In order to use fuzzy reasoning to model a system, it is necessary to form fuzzy rules and
membership functions which, when combined using one of the methods of fuzzy
reasoning, will give you an output that matches the expected output of the system.
Forming this data base is not a trivial matter. In general, there are many ways to do it.
One method is to use an "expert" to define how he/she feels the system works and then to
manually adjust the rules and membership functions using trial-and-error until a good
model is obtained. Another method, and the one that we will use in this paper, is to use a
computer to apply unsupervised and supervised learning techniques on field data obtained
from trial runs, to figure out a set of rules and membership functions which result in a
good model. The unsupervised learning method used in this paper is presented in the
next chapter and the supervised learning method is presented in chapter 7.
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5. Unsupervised Learning for Fuzzy Model Structure Identification
5. 1 TheMountain ClusteringAlgorithm
As stated in the thesis introduction, the initial design of the fuzzy model is obtained by
post-processing data that is collected from the train. This post-processing is actually a
two step process. First, the data is clustered into a rough rule base and membership
functions using an unsupervised learning algorithm on the collected data. The second
step involves fine tuning the fuzzy model using supervised learning with feedback.
The unsupervised learning algorithm used is the "Mountain Clustering" algorithm^. In
general, unsupervised learning attempts to take input data and find similarities between
groups of data points and cluster them into "rules". There are a number of unsupervised
learning algorithms and many are being developed for use in neural networks. Many
attempt to use fuzzy logic to classify data, one such example being the popular fuzzy C-
means algorithm. The mountain clustering algorithm (MC for short) gets it's name from
the method that it uses to cluster the data points. It first builds mountains whose height is
dependent on how many points are close to it and how close they are. It then tears down
the mountains one at a time, forming rules as it goes along.
The MC algorithm works differently than the fuzzy C-means algorithm in that you do not
have to specify up front how many cluster centers that the algorithm should attempt to
find. What you must define for MC is a grid of all potential cluster centers. The
granularity of the grid is chosen by the engineer. This algorithm will then tell you which
points on the grid are the best cluster centers. This is different from fuzzy C-means
where you define the number of cluster centers and place them at some initial starting
point and the algorithm moves the centers to best fit the data.
The MC algorithm can be used to form the structure for the fuzzy model as well as give
you estimates for where the membership functions should be. For the MC algorithm, you
must define three constants that determine how the mountains are built, how they are torn
down, and the minimum mountain size to use as a rule. The MC algorithm then
automatically determines how many cluster centers, and therefore how many rules, there
are that meet your constraints. The method is covered in detail in reference [6] and I will
touch on the major concepts here and relate them to the train control case.
The first step of the algorithm is to discretize the data space into potential cluster centers.
For the train control case, the datameasured was input velocity v(k), input power p(k)
and resultant velocity v(k+l). The approximate resultant instantaneous acceleration a(k)
was then calculated from [v(k+l) - v(k) / df]. The quantities that were clustered, using
3-d clustering were v(k), p(k) and a(k). Since the resultant from the mountain clustering
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algorithm is only a starting point to be used by the supervised learning algorithm, and
because we wanted to minimize the amount of time required to run the off-line algorithm,
a rather coarse discretizationwas used for all three of the variables. The input velocity
v(k) was discretized into four possible cluster centers: [0, 30, 60, 90]. The input power
was discretized into five possible cluster centers: [-100, -50, 0, 50, 100]. The resultant
acceleration was discretized into five possible cluster centers: [-3.7, -1.9, -0.1, 1.7, 3.5].
These discretizations were formed simply using an evenly spaced distribution that would
cover all of the data. Note that we did not have to use an evenly spaced distribution and
ifwe knew that we needed better definition in certain areas then we could have defined
more finely discretized states near those areas. Since we used such coarse discretization,
we were looking to use the algorithm more for structure identification than to come up
with accurate values for the cluster centers. Ifwe were truly looking formore accurate
cluster centers, we would have used much more fine discretizations and suffered the
computational penalty.
The second step of the algorithm creates the mountain function. Ifwe define node Nyh as
a node in the set of all potential cluster centers N then we can define mountain function
M for each node as:
M{N,i)=i^d(N""0k) <5-i)
Where d^y^O^ is a measure of distance between node Nyh and data point Ok. The
summation is formed over all data points k = 1 - q. Positive constant a is used to define
how the distance function is weighted and it will control how rapidly the mountain gets
built. In practice, the distance function is computed as:
d{NiJh,Ok) = (X, -xkf +(Yj -ykf +(Zh
(5.2)
Where (Xi5 Yj5 Zh) defines the node Nyh and (xk, yk, z,J defines data point Ok. Using this
distance function, the closer a data point is to the potential cluster center (node), the more
it contributes to the height of the mountain at that node. It can be seen that the height of
the mountain function at each node is proportional to the density of the data points near
the node.
Examining the mountain clustering equation, one can determine the effects ofvarying a
on the outputM. The larger that a gets, the slower the mountain gets built and the more
detail that you lose. In addition, ifa is large you end up with fewer resultant clusters.
On the other hand, the smaller that a gets, the faster the mountain gets built and you tend
to end up with more resultant clusters. However, ifa is too small then you tend to end up
with one large mountain and you lose all ofyour detail again. The trick to choosing a is
to choose it so that if you plot the results, you get nice well-defined hills and valleys. If
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the result looks too much like the rolling plains of the mid-west then a is probably too
large. If the result looks too much like Mt. Everest, then a is probably too small.
The third step of the algorithm is to use the resultant mountain function to find the best
cluster centers. The obviously best
1st
cluster center is the peak of the mountain function,
and we would record this center. However, to obtain the next best cluster center we must
first remove the effect of the mountain that we have already recorded. For example, if
you were looking at the Himalayanmountains from space through a window with a grid
overlay, and you wanted to find the grid coordinates of the
2nd highestmountain, you
would not just take the 2nd highest grid point because that point may also be onMt.
Everest. You would have to ignore all of the grid points onMt. Everest and then search
for the highest remaining grid point. The mountain clustering algorithm does this by
tearing down the mountain function around the center just chosen (not so easy to do with
Mt. Everest). The equation used to tear down our 4-dimentional mountain is:
M1(Nllh)=Mx{Nllh)-M;-e-d^^
Where M{ is the original mountain function, M2 is the new mountain function, Nt is the
location of the recorded center, M! is the value of the original mountain function at the
recorded center, and (3 is a positive constant. After calculating M2 for all Nyh, the
2n
highestmountain is found as the peak ofM2. This process of tearing down the mountain
and finding the highest remaining peak is continued until all of the mountain is below a
user-defined "floor".
Examining the "mountain
removal"
equation, one can determine the effects ofvarying P
on the resultant M. The larger that p gets, the narrower the mountain destruction gets. If
P is very large then the only destruction at all is when the distance is 0 and the exponent
becomes 1. Under this condition, only the
'core'
of the mountain gets removed and you
end up with a
'volcano'
type result. This is not desirable because your next highest peak
chosen may still be on the same mountain. The smaller that P gets, the wider the
mountain destruction gets. If P=0 then the value ofMj is subtracted off from every node
and you have uniform destruction. This is also not desirable because every point on
every mountain is shorter by the height of the largest mountain, resulting in every
mountain peak being below 0 and the algorithm is done. I have found thatfor my data, a
good choice o/P is one that is about equal to or slightly smaller than the value ofa. I
also found that, for my data, if P is larger than a then I got the
'volcano'
effect, that
resulted in invalid cluster centers being recorded.
An important application note that I discovered that one should keep in mind when using
the mountain clustering algorithm is to normalize all data into the same range before
running the algorithm. Recall the distance function used for the mountain clustering:
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d(Nijh,Ok) = {Xi-xk)2+(YJ -ykf+(Zh -zkf (5.4)
The 'X' quantities referred to the input velocity, which was 0 to 90 kph. The
' Y'
quantities referred to the input power, which was -100% to 100%. The
'Z'
quantities
referred to the resultant acceleration which was -3.7 to 3.5 kphps. Now, ifwe were not to
normalize the data then a full-scale distance on the acceleration (Aa = 7.2) has less ofa
weight on the mountain function than a relatively small distance on the power (Ap = 10).
This results in a mountain function that essentially ignores the distance values of the
acceleration term in favor of the other two terms, resulting in invalid resultant cluster
centers. Normalizing all data into the 0 - 1 range gives all data an even weight in the
calculation of the mountain function.
5.2 Forming the Initial FuzzyModel usingMountain Clustering Results
The fuzzy model that we have chosen uses the linguistic model (LM) described in section
3.0 and uses the alternate method of fuzzy reasoning covered in section 4.0:
IfU[ is A, and U2 is B] then V is C,
ALSO
IfUt is A2 and U2 is B2 then V is C2
ALSO
IfU, is Am and U2 is Bm then V is Cm
For each rule, a fuzzy relation Rj is defined. These fuzzy relations are defined in the form
of fuzzy implications as defined in the following equation:
R,(xx,x2,y) - [{A,(xx)& B,(x2)) -> C,(y)] (5.5)
Fuzzy relation Rs can be viewed as a function that relates inputs A and B with resultant C.
Following the notation of section 3, the function Rt is defined over input space xb x2, y,
and output space [0,1]. For each point in input space xb x2, y, the resultant value ofR
defines how well the input point matches the rule. When the resultant value is very close
to 1 then the point in the input space closely matches the rule. When the resultant value
is essentially 0 then the point in the input space does not match the rule. In this way, the
function (fuzzy relation) Rj defines a mountain shaped hyper-surface which has a peak
value of 1 where the rule is most true. Ifwe combine all Rj over the rule set then we will
have a hyper-surface defined over input space xb x2, y, and output space [0,1] which has
many
"mountain"
peaks that occur at the points where the rules of the rule base are most
true.
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This visualization defines how the mountain function becomes the rule base. Ifwe were
to scale the output of the mountain function into [0,1] then we could equate the mountain
function with the hyper-surface formed by combining the fuzzy relations Rj. The peaks of
the mountains would therefore become the points which define the rules. The algorithm
for converting from mountain peaks to fuzzy rule base is:
1 . Take the (xb x2, y) coordinate for the first mountain recorded
2. Define the mean value ofmembership function A! as Xj
3. Define the mean value ofmembership function Bx as x2
4. Define the mean value ofmembership functionQ as y
5. Define rule 1 as A, &B, -> Cj
6. Take the (xbx2,y) coordinate for the next mountain recorded
7. IfX[ does not match the mean value of any membership function Ao)d already
defined then define a new membership function called Anew whose mean value
is Xj and let Ap^A,^. Else, ifXj matches the mean of an A0|d already
defined then letAr^A^.
8. If x2 does not match the mean value of any membership function Bold already
defined then define a newmembership function called Bnew whose mean value
is x2 and let Bm|e=Bnew. Else, if x2 matches the mean of a B0jd already defined
then let Brule=Bold.
9. If y does not match the mean value of any membership function C0|d already
defined then define a new membership function called Cnew whose mean value
is y and let Cmle=Cnew. Else, ify matches the mean of a C0|d already defined
then letC^K^d.
10. Define the next rule as A^j,. & Bmle - Cm]e
1 1 . Repeat steps 6 thru 1 0 until all recorded mountains have been processed.
In this way, the output from the mountain clustering algorithm gives us the mean values
for the fuzzy membership functions for A, B, and C and also gives us a rule base. This is
almost everything that we need to define the fuzzy model. However, the membership
functions that we defined were gaussian type functions which require that not only the
mean (u.) be defined, but also the standard deviation (cr). In reference [6] the author
defines a way of estimating the standard deviations based upon the value used for
parameter P in the mountain clustering algorithm. The equation that the author gives is:
1 1", = JLv2-p J
i = (lm) (5.6)
With this equation, we have completely defined all of the initial parameters necessary to
form our initial pass at a fuzzy model. As is demonstrated in reference [6] this is usually
a rough model at best and it will need to be refined using some sort of supervised
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learning algorithm. The supervised learning algorithm chosen for this project is
presented in chapter 7 of this paper. The background information necessary to develop
the algorithm is presented in the next chapter which is a review ofadaptive concepts in
general and the LMS algorithm specifically.
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6. Review of Adaptive Concepts
Now that an initial fuzzy model is defined, it is necessary to refine it using supervised
learning. As will be shown in chapter 7, the supervised learning algorithm exploits the
similarity between our fuzzy model and the "Adaptive Linear Combiner" as developed by
Widrow & Stearns. It is therefore necessary to have a review of the adaptive concepts put
forth in their book 'Adaptive Signal Processing' (reference [5]).
6.1 The Adaptive Linear Combiner
The "Adaptive Linear Combiner" as defined by Widrow & Stearns is shown in figure 6.1.
desired response
cL
>ek
Figure 6. 1 - Adaptive LinearCombiner
Input signals Xj are multiplied by weight constants Wj and then summed together to form
output y. Ifwe assume discrete time indices 'k' then the weight vector W is defined as at
time
'k'
as Wk = [w0k wlk ...wLk] and input vector X is defined as Xk = [xlk x2k ... xLk] .
The equation for the output y is formed as:
yk = xkTwk = wkTxk (6.1)
The equation for error 'e' is defined as ek = dk-yk. The objective of any adaptive
formulation associated with this structure is to modify the weight vectorW such that the
error
'e' is minimized for any input vector X. In practice, the value or performance
measure that one attempts to minimize is the mean-square value of the error.
6.2 Defining the PerformanceMeasure Surface
Ifwe assume thatwe will only allow W to change very slowly so that W is essentially
constant, then we can then obtain the instantaneous squared error as:
el = dl +WTX,XlW-2dXW (6.2)
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Furthermore, ifwe assume that ek, dk, and xk are statistically stationary then we can
obtain the equation for the expected mean squared error as:
E[e2k] = E[dl\ + WTE[XkXTk\W-2E[dkXTk]w (6.3)
Recall the fact that the expected value of a sum is the sum of the expected values but the
expected value of a product is a product of the expected values only if the variables are
independent. It can be shown in general that the input variables are noj independent of
the desired response.
Now we can define the correlationmatrix R for the inputs as (note that we are dropping
the k subscript for convenience):
R = E[XkXTk\ = E
X0k XokX\k
XLkX0k
X0kXlk
"Lk
(6.4)
Furthermore, we can define the cross correlation vector P as:
P = E[dkXkT] = E[dkx0k dkxXk ... dkxLk\
Then the equation for the mean-squared error becomes:
MSE = ^ = E[e2k] = E[d2kj + WTRW-2PTW
(6.5)
(6.6)
Now, we can define an equation for the gradient of the mean squared error performance
surface as:
V = V(cJ
dW
d$ d$
dwQ dwx dwL
(6.7)
Inserting the equation (6.6) into this we find the result to be:
V = 2RW-2P (6.8)
Recalling elementary calculus, the minimum (or at least a local minimum) of a function is
found where the gradient is equal to 0. Since the function is quadratic in W (recall
equation 6.6) then the function must be a hyper-paraboloid and there exists only one
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minima, the global minima. No local minima exist. Setting (6.8) equal to 0 we obtain
the equation which can be solved for optimal weight vectorW (called the Wiener weight
vector):
0 = V =
2RW*
-2P (6-9)
As long as R is non-singular, and therefore an inverse exists, then the solution of equation
(6.9) for the optimal weight vectorW , can be found as:
W'=R'lP (6-10)
Substituting this result into equation (6.6), we can find the value for the MSE when the
weight vector is optimum. This value is the global minimum value for the MSE.
4min = E[d2k] + [R-lP]TR[R-lP]-2PTR-lP (6-11)
Widrow & Stearns showed that ifyou note the following matrix rules then the solution is
straight forward:
1. AA_I = I
2. [AB]T =
BTAT
T 1 T -1
3. Correlation matrix R is symmetric so R = R and
[R"
] = R .
The resulting solution for the minimum mean squared error is:
^min=E[d2k]-PTW (6-12)
Using equation (6.12) for the minimumMSE, it can be shown that an alternative form of
the equation for the mean squared error exists. Widrow & Stearns prove that the MSE
can be expressed as:
E=Emin+VTRV (6-13)~
^ rmn
Where V is the deviation of the weight vector from the Weiner optimal weight vector, the
equation for which is V = (W-W*) (6.14).
6.3 Search Algorithms for the Performance Surface Minima
One very well known search method is the "descent method". In this method, an
arbitrary value w0 is chosen on the surface as a starting point. The next point in the
search is computed as the initial point plus an increment proportional to the negative of
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the slope at the initial point selected. This method can be illustrated in two dimensions as
follows:
wO wl ... w*
The equation of the curve for only one weight (from 6.13, 6.14) is:
From this, and using (6.7) we obtain the equation for the gradient:
<7 ^ 0 i *^ (6-16)V = - = 2r(w- w*)
dw
We can then represent the gradient descent searchmethod as:
wk+\ =wk+ M-(~v*) = *>k -2p/-(w4
- w*) (6.17)
Widrow & Stearns go on to show that equation 6.17 can be analyzed to solve the
dynamics of the gradient descent search method in the single weight case. Solving
equation 6.17 for wk results in:
wt=w*+(l-2n-r)*(w0-w*) (6-18)
The quantity y = l-2ur is known as the geometric ratio. It can be seen that equation 6.18
is stable only if the magnitude of the geometric ratio is less than unity.
ll 2li -rl < 1 (6.19)
If the geometric ratio is greater than zero but less than one then the descent process is
overdamped and the closer the value is to 1 .0, the longer the algorithm will take to arrive
at w*. If the geometric ratio is less than zero but more than negative one then the descent
process is underdamped and the solution will oscillate around w* as it converges on it. If
the ratio is equal to 0 then the process is critically damped and it will reach the optimal
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solution in only one iteration. As a historical note, when the geometric ratio is equal to 0
the method is called "Newton's Method" because ofhow it relates to amethod that he
found for finding the roots of a polynomial.
The equation (6. 17) for the gradient search method can be expanded to the multi
dimensional case. Equation (6.17) becomes:
wm =wk + H("v*) = Wk -2\iR{Wk - W*) = (I-2\xR)Wk +2[iRW* (6.20)
The multi-dimensional algorithm is known as the "Steepest Descent Algorithm".
Widrow and Stearns show by transforming coordinate systems that the dynamics for
equation (6.20) are convergent to the solutionW* iff :
0<LI<TI-
where Xmax is the largest eigenvalue of the correlation matrix R.
6.4 The LMS Algorithm
A special case of the steepest descent algorithm of section 6.3, that is valid for the
adaptive linear combiner of section 6.1, is called the LMS algorithm. Recall from
equations 6.6 and 6.7 that the MSE and gradient are defined as:
(6.21)
MSE=$ = E[e2k]
V = V(J =
dW
^ d$
dw0 dwx
3_
1 2
The LMS algorithm estimates E[ek ] as being approximately equal to ek . Using this
estimation, the equation for the gradient reduces to:
V =V)
dW
de] del
dw0 dwx
del
dwL
-2e,
de, de,
dw0 dwx
dek
dw,
-\T
(6.22)
Recalling that ek = dk - yk = dk - Xk Wk equation 6.22 further reduces to:
V = V(^) = -2ek Xk (6.23)
Plugging this equation for the gradient into the gradient search equation (6.17) we can
obtain a simple equation for updating the weight vector based only upon the input vector
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X and the error vector e. The resulting equation is the update equation for the LMS
algorithm:
Wk,x=Wk+2li-ekXk. (6.24)
Widrow and Stearns go on to show in [5] that since the estimate for ek is imperfect, the
algorithm does not follow the true steepest descent and furthermore, the LMS algorithm
is in general convergent if
o<n<*te <6-25>
where tr(R) is the trace of the correlation matrix R. This algorithm proves to be very
useful in real-time applications because of it's quick computation and because it can be
shown to converge. This algorithm was further expanded into non-linear applications and
it is known as the Back-Propagation Algorithm. It is this "Back-Prop" algorithm that is
used to further refine our fuzzy model using supervised learning. This algorithm, as
applied specifically to our fuzzy model, is presented in the next chapter.
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7. Supervised Learning for the Fuzzy Model
As mentioned in chapter 5, the fuzzy model output from the unsupervised "Mountain
Clustering"
algorithm is a rough model at best and must be refined using supervised
learning techniques. This chapter shows how the similarities between our fuzzy model
and the "Adaptive Linear Combiner" presented in the previous chapter, can be exploited
so that the LMS and "back-prop" algorithm can be used to adapt the model.
7. 1 Using the LMS Algorithm to Adapt the FuzzyModel
Recalling the alternate method of fuzzy reasoning, the equation that was given in (4.16)
as the output equation for the fuzzy linguistic model (LM) was:
in
y = Z V/W v-v
where Vj is the ratio of the DOF of the
ith
rule to the total combined DOFs.
,
.n,2
Xi~XtJ_
v, =
-Kip (7.2)
til * J
(P=i
and yj* are the centroids of the individual consequents Dj(y).
(7.3)
yt = Z *>,(y)
Now, if the mean and standard deviations of the input membership functions (xy and ay)
are considered constant and not allowed to change then Vj in (7.2) is essentially a scaled
function of input Xj ; Vj = f(Xj). Then, comparing equation (7.1) to equation (6.1) for the
adaptive linear combiner, we can see that equation (7.1) can be viewed as an adaptive
linear combiner with inputs vis weights and output y. A graphic of this is shown in
figure 7.1.
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desired response
+1
>ek
Figure 7. 1 - Sketch ofAdaptiveLinearCombiner
Because of this similarity, we can use theLMS algorithm to adapt a fuzzy linguistic
model (LM) to model a system using the LMS update equation defined in (6.24). Re
writing the equation to match the fuzzy notation yields:
yi(k + \) = yi(k)-2yL-evi (7.4)
An advantage to using an adaptive fuzzy LM to model a system is that an 'expert' can
define an initial rule base using normal linguistic types of rules (ex. If the input
propulsion command is low then the resultant acceleration is medium) which can be
converted to a fuzzy LM with approximate choices for low and medium and then an
adaptive algorithm can adjust the fuzzy LM until it correctly matches the system. A nice
feature ofusing the LMS algorithm to update the fuzzy LM is that with the proper choice
of learning rate u, that conforms to equation (6.25), the algorithm will converge to the
optimal Weinerweight vector Y* (excuse the conflict in notation).
Using this method, note that only the mean values for the output membership functions
are adapted. The mean values and standard deviations for the input membership
functions remain unmodified as defined by the output of the clustering algorithm or as
defined by the 'expert'. It would seem at first glance that this is prohibitively restrictive
because if the clustering algorithm or
'expert' did a bad job defining the input
membership functions then the LM could not model the system very well (if at all), and
yet the LMS algorithm shows that it should converge to the optimal Weiner weight
vector. The reason for this conflict is that the LMS algorithm is not really changing the
LM to adapt to input-output pairs (X,y), where X is the input vector, it is actually
changing the LM to adapt to input-output pairs (V,y) where V is calculated from X in
equation (7.2). Mathematically speaking, ideally, for the LM to adapt as well as possible
to the system, we would like equation (7.2) to be a one-to-one linear mapping such that Vj
is really just Xj multiplied by a scalar. In this case, the LMS algorithm would truly adapt
the LM to match input-output pairs (X,y). Realistically, for the LM to adapt as well as
possible, we would like to have the input membership functions and rules defined such
that any possible input vector X will result in a non-zero vector V. In other words, the
(X-V) mapping defined by the membership functions and rules should sufficiently span
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the input vector space and not leave any holes where none of the rules fire. As amethod
ofpractice, a membership function should be defined such that it has approximately a 20-
30% overlap with the adjoining membership functions on either side of it. Furthermore,
there should be a sufficient number ofmembership functions defined for a fuzzy variable
so as to cover all of it's possible input space. Finally, there should be a sufficient number
of rules defined such that at least one rule fires for any realistically possible input vector
X.
7.2 Using Backpropagation to Adapt the FuzzyModel
7.2.1 Why use Backpropagation?
Using the LMS algorithm to update the fuzzy LM has it's advantages and disadvantages
as shown in section 7.1. It's advantages include a history of rigorous mathematics that
can be used to find the best value of the learning coefficient jj., prove convergence of the
adaptive algorithm and find the residual error, and calculate the optimal Weiner weight
vector Y* . The disadvantages include reliance on either an 'expert' or unsupervised
learning algorithm to properly define rules and membership functions which correctly
map input vector space X to vector space V, which is used by the adaptive algorithm.
In this section, the backpropagation algorithm will be demonstrated to overcome the
limitation of relying on the
'expert'
to exactly define the membership functions for the
input space. The backprop algorithm can take an expert's initial guess at the input
membership functions and modify their mean and standard deviations as well as modify
the mean of the output membership functions, to adapt the LM. The tasks that remain for
the
'expert'
or unsupervised learning algorithm are defining the rule structure for the LM
and giving an initial estimate of the mean and standard deviations for the input
membership functions. These tasks are much more realistically accomplished than to
expect the
'expert'
to come up with fairly exact input membership functions and so the
backpropagation algorithm is better suited to reality than the LMS algorithm is. The
backpropagation algorithm is not a cure-all however. It's limitations include a lack of
rigorous mathematics that can be used to prove convergence or to find the best learning
coefficient u.. In fact, it will be shown that the error surface is no longer quadratic due to
the non-linear nature of equation (7.2) and as a result it can have local minima that
prevent the algorithm from ever converging to the global minima. Furthermore, in it's
use in neural network theory, the backpropagation algorithm has been shown to
sometimes cause chaotic wondering and never converge at air . However, in spite of the
lack of rigorous mathematics and all of it's drawbacks, in practice it has proven to be an
extremely useful tool which has been attributed to re-kindling the world's interest in
machine intelligence and neural
networks'
. If the learning coefficient is chosen
intelligently (often by trial and error) then in most cases the algorithm will proceed to
converge to the global minima, with some residual error which is based upon the
stochastics of the input data as well as the learning coefficient and the dynamic equations.
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I have derived the update equations for the backpropagation algorithm applied to our
fuzzy LM in sections 7.2.2 thru 7.2.4. The derivations all begin with the basic equation
for the gradient search method as defined in (6.17) and re-stated here in equation (7.5).
w*+. = *>k + n(-v*> = wt - ^[^y
(7.5)
The update equations are then derived using repeated applications of the chain rule of
differential calculus (7.6).
9/
= y 9/ dx,
dy i i dx, dy j
(7.6)
7.2.2 Derivation of update equation for y;
First we derive the update equation for yj , the centroid of the output membership
function Dj(y).
Startwith the gradient search equation:
y;(k + i)=y;(k)-ii
(7.7)
Then, perform the chain rule:
8$ d$ dy
dy'
dy
dy'
(7.8)
Recall that the equation for the MSE was (the 1/2 is inserted for convenience):
$ = EV/2e2k] = E[y2(y-yk)2} = E[y2y2-yyk+y2y2k]
Using the LMS approximation, this reduces to:
^^'Ay'-m + 'Ayl
Then,
d5
d(/2y2
-yyk + y2yl) _
dy dy
(y- yk) = e
(7.9)
(7.10)
(7.11)
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dy 2
dy] dy]
d(vly'l+---+viy]+--+vmy]n)
dy]
(7.12)
= v,
Inserting (7.1 1) and (7.12) back into (7.8) and then into (7.7) yields the update equation
fory;*:
y](k + l) = y](k)-ixev, (7.13)
7.2.3 Derivation of update equation for xy
Next we derive the update equation for Xy , the mean of the inputmembership function
By(Xj).
Start with the gradient search equation:
x]j(k + \) = x]j(k)-y.
ydx]jj
(7.14)
Then, repeatedly perform the chain rule:
d, dZ, dy dv, dx ,
dx]j dy dv, dx , dx]j
(7.15)
Next,
dy_
dv,
e[^,y;)
_
d(vly'l+...+ viy] + ...+ vmy'm)
dv, dv,
= y,
(7.16)
Now, recall from equations (4.15) and (4.17) that
V; =' 2>
Then
(7.17)
dv,
dx,
I^'l-^-l
L '
1-
I'i ITT-P-")
(7.18)
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Next,
dx
-XI
uj-xu
j=\\ "!/ )
dx*.
t
-XIPP
dx
ij
dx,
dx;
- = t -
= e
-XI
z'
.^2^
UJ-*U
j=l\ ui/ J
j=\\ "// y
5jc
ij
uj
~
Xij ) (g(/---l)-(y-^)-0
V
"
,y y
ax
dx
ir = X ,
V y
Now, plugging (7.1 1), (7.16), (7.18) and (7.19) into (7.15) we get:
dxn
= e-y, -(l-v;)
f \
1 f
1^
V L J
K
UJ~XP
Then recalling equations (7.17) and (7.1) this simplifies to:
d^_
dx]
= - y)-v,
Uj - x..
Finally, inserting (7.21) into (7.14) we get the update equation for Xy
C
x]j(k + l)= x]j{k)-\i.-e-{y] -y)-v,
(u -x^Uj XjJ
K <*u J
J
(7.19)
(7.20)
(7.21)
(7.22)
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7.2.4 Derivation of update equation for CTjj
Next we derive the update equation for ay , the standard deviation of the input
membership function By(Xj).
Once again, start with the gradient search equation:
au(k + l) = oIJ(k)-\L (7.23)
Then, repeatedly perform the chain rule:
d%
_
52, dy dv, dx , (7.24)
da ,j dy dv, dx , do tj
The first three terms of (7.24) are given by (7.1 1), (7.16), and (7.18) respectively. Then,
2
da ,
KZ
j=\ \ ^ j
f *\
xz
da
= e
;=iv ij
-xz
f \ 2\
= iV uy I
da,
(7.25)
dx
da,
- = x -
UJ
~
xu
{ a ij J
(a/y-0)-(iiy-xf;)-l
(7.26)
dx
da
= x
{uj-xv)2
a
(7.27)
Then plugging (7.1 1), (7.16), (7.18), and (7.27) into (7.24) results in:
do ,
= e-y] (!- v;)
1
*\2
(";-*//) (7.28)
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*\2
dt, , ? v \uj xij) ni<y\
do ,, a17 ~ y
Finally, inserting (7.29) into (7.23) results in the update equation:
*\2
a ,( + 1) = a ,(*) - n e (y] - y)-v,
^J *u> (7-30)
ay
7.2.5 Application Considerations
Given the update equations, it is a simple matter to write code which will perform the
backpropagation algorithm to update a fuzzy LM based upon input data. However, to
obtain good reliable results with a reasonable amount ofCPU time, I found that the
following "rules of
thumb"
should be taken into consideration:
1 . Before beginning the adaptive algorithm, check the fuzzy LM to be sure that it
is reasonable and that all of the possible input vectors are covered. If
necessary, add rules and/or membership functions by hand before beginning
the algorithm.
2. In order to minimize the amount ofCPU time to get the algorithm to
converge, it is advisable to use the largest learning coefficient that you can
live with, (obviously not so large as to cause divergence however)
3. To an extent, the larger the learning coefficient is, the larger the residual error
will be and the farther away your results will be from the true minima.
4. To help minimize both time and residual error, I recommend using a dynamic
learning coefficient scheme which uses a larger learning coefficient at first and
when it is detected that the process is hitting the noise floor, reduce the value.
Repeat this process until you have reached a reasonable minimumMSE value.
At this point we have a well developed and accurate fuzzy model of the train which will
be controlled. The fuzzy model therefore holds the knowledge of the dynamics of the
train. The next step is to use this knowledge in order to actually control the train. The
algorithm used to control the train is known as 'dynamic
programming'
and is presented
in the next chapter.
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8. Review of Optimal Concepts
The whole purpose ofdeveloping an accurate fuzzy model of the train is so that we can
exploit the knowledge of the train dynamics in order to accurately control the train. As
mentioned in the introduction of this paper, the ability to change the ride of the train
based upon time of day and energy conservation considerations begs the engineer to use
an optimal controller. One algorithm which can optimally control the train using the
knowledge contained in the fuzzy model is the "dynamic programming algorithm". This
chapter presents a summary of some of the optimal control concepts, including dynamic
programming, put forth by Donald Kirk in the book 'Optimal Control Theory, An
Introduction' (reference [2J).
8. 1 Optimal Performance Measures
Kirk states that "The objective ofoptimal control theory is to determine the control
signals thatwill cause a process to satisfy the physical constraints and at the same time
minimize (or maximize) some performance
criterion."
Recalling the problem statement
of section 1 of this paper, we want to satisfy the physical constraint of regulating the train
to a safe and relatively constant speed and at the same time we may want to optimize the
ride of the train for energy conservation, time minimization, or ride comfort, based on a
projected schedule of rider density. Comparing our objectives to Kirk's it is easy to see
that an optimal control scheme is a logical choice.
Kirk states mathematically that "the 'optimal control
problem'is to find a control u*e U
which causes the system
x{t) = a(x(t),u(t),t) (8.1)
to follow a trajectory x*e X that minimizes the performance measure
(8.2)J = h{x{tf ),tf)+ V g(x(t), u(t), t)dt
'
Examining the first term in the
'cost'
equation (8.2), the function h provides a cost that is
based upon the final state and final time. The second term provides a cost based upon the
time integration of a function of the state, input, and time. The
'weight'
and form of the
terms is dependent upon the type ofproblem that is presented.
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Some of the common types of optimal control problems presented by Kirk, along with
their associated performance measures are:
1 . Minimal energy problem: Transfer a system from an arbitrary initial state x(to)
= x0 to a desired final state and time xd(t^) while expending aminimal amount
of energy. The performance measure is of the form:
J=^u2{t)dt (8.3)
2. Minimal control effort problem: Transfer a system from an arbitrary initial
state x(t0) = x0 to a desired final state and time xd(tf) while expending a
minimal amount of control effort. The performance measure is of the form:
rtf. .
J = I \u(t)\dt (8.4)
3. Minimal time: Transfer a system from an arbitrary initial state x(t0) = x0 to a
desired final state xd in a minimum amount of time. The performance measure
is of the form:
J=l0dt = tf-to (8-5)
4. Minimal terminal error: Transfer a system from an arbitrary initial state x(t0) =
x0 to a desired final state and time xd(tf) in a way that minimizes the deviation
of the final state from it's desired value. The performance measure is of the
form:
J = x(tf)-r(tf) (8.6)
5. Minimal tracking error: Make system state x(t) track a reference r(t) as closely
as possible over the time interval. The performance measure is of the form:
J=(o(x(t)-r(t))dt (8.7)
Performance measures can be combined with weights to produce overall custom 'cost'
equations. For example, ifyou wanted to minimize both energy expenditure as well as
tracking error, but tracking error is more important to you, then you may use a
combination ofperformance measures (8.3) and (8.7) with weights wx and w2 chosen
appropriately so as to make the tracking error cost more:
J = f [w: u2 (t) + w2 (x(t) - r(t))]dt (8.8)
8.2 Dynamic Programming
Choosing the performance measure for the problem is an important step in the overall
optimal controller design. The next step in the process is to use the system dynamics
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equation along with the performance measure equation to calculate the control actions
that will optimally control the system. The algorithm that we use to do this is called
dynamicprogramming. The method presented by Kirk is based upon the work ofR. E.
Bellman as listed in the Bibliography at the end of this paper.
The fundamental principle that the dynamic programming algorithm is based upon is
called the principle ofoptimality. Referring to figure 8.1, it states that if a-b-e is the
optimal path from a to e (minimum J(ae)), then b-e is the optimal path from b to e. The
proof is a rather trivial proofby contradiction as follows: Suppose b-c-e in figure 8.2 is
the optimal path from b to e, then J(bce) < J(be); It follows that J(ab)+J(bce) <
J(ab)+J(be); However, this violates the condition that a-b-e is the optimal path from a to
e with the minimum J(ae), thus the assertion is proved.
Q
a
J(ab^o"
b
Figure 8.1- Demonstration of optimal policy (I)
a
J(ab>Q-
b
Figure 8.2 - Demonstration of optimal policy (II)
Bellman states this principle as follows:
An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial state and initial
decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with
regard to the state resulting from the first decision^.
The dynamic programming algorithm uses this principle to find the overall optimal
control sequence which minimizes cost J(ae) by first finding the control thatminimizes
cost J(be) and then finding the control that minimizes cost J(ab). The resultant cost is the
minimum cost J(ae) due to the principle ofoptimality.
In actual application, the dynamic programming algorithm requires that you quantize the
time, input signal space, and plant state space. The more coarse the quantizations, the
fewer calculations and storage locations that are necessary in order to obtain the result.
Due to limitations in computer speed and memory size, fairly coarse quantizations are an
attractive option. This does have some drawbacks however. The first drawback is the
fact that when you use quantizations, your result is not necessarily the actual optimal
result, it is more of a quasi-optimal result. Secondly, the algorithm requires linear
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interpolation during some of it's steps and if the plant is actually highly non-linear then
these interpolations may not be accurate. Using very fine quantizations will minimize the
effect ofboth of these problems but may require large amounts ofmemory and very fast,
very expensive hardware. In the end, it is a typical engineering trade-offbetween
accuracy and cost.
Referring to figure 8.3 which shows the state-time diagram for a dynamic system, the
dynamic programming algorithm is as follows (refer to figure 8.3):
1 . Begin by dividing the system state space S into quantized states
Xj:(i =1 -> m).
2. Divide the input signal space into quantized values
Uj:G = 1 -> n)
3 . Choose final value tf and divide the time domain into quantized times
tk:(k=l-f).
4. Define cost equation J(t,x,u) = Jfinai(tf,x) + lJincrementai(t,x,u) based upon the
values to be minimized (e.g. minimal energy, minimal error etc.)
5. Beginning at final time tf, calculate and store the value of Jmin(tf,Xj) = Jfinai(tf,Xj) for
all states x;.
6. Attimet^tf.!,
a) For state Xj = xx do the following:
i) Set variable Jmjn(tk,Xj)= oo.
ii) Using the system dynamics equations, calculate the resultant state
xresuit using beginning state Xj and input value Uj = Uj.
iii) If the xresult landed exactly on a quantized state then let JresU|t =
Jmin(tk+1,x), otherwise use linear interpolation to calculate Jresult
based upon the two quantized values that it landed between.
iv) Calculate Jincremental(tk,Xi>Uj)
V) Calculate J = Jjncremental + ^result
vi) If J < Jmin(tk,Xj) then let Jmin(tk,Xj) = J and Umin(tk,Xj) = Uj
vii) Repeat steps 6.a.ii thru 6.a.vi for each input state Uj: j = 1 > n.
b) Repeat step 6.a for each state Xj: i = 1 - m
7. Repeat step 6 for times tf.2 -> t0 (in that order)
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State(x) Step
6.b: Repeat
for each x(
x;
x,
Step 7: Repeat
fortf.2 ...
to tj ti. Time (t)
Step 5: Calculate
Jfmai for each x(
(white circles)
Step6.a.2, 6.a.3:
Calculate xresult for each
u (black circles). Use
linear interpolation to
find Jresult based upon
where each xresult landed
Figure 8.3 - OptimalControl Example
8.3 Using the results of the Dynamic Programming
At this point, we have calculated amatrix Umin which contains a control vector umin for
each time t and state x. The vector umin is the control which when applied at time t and
state x, will result in the minimal increase in the cost equation. A simple algorithm for
using the calculated control values to control the plant is to begin at time tk = t0 and
arbitrary statex^ = xstart and do the following:
1.
2.
3.
Ifx(t\J is exactly on a quantized state Xj then let uforward = Umin(tk,Xj), otherwise use
linear interpolation to calculate uforward based upon the two quantized values that it
landed between.
Input control value uforward into the plant and measure the resultant state x(tk+1).
Repeat steps 1 and 2 for times tj -* tf
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9. Solution Method for Train Control Problem
Recalling the control system overview of section 2.0, it was discussed that before the
initial controller design, numerous power-vs-velocity data points have to be found during
trial runs during which the train is manually controlled. These data points are then used
to train the fuzzy model of the train. Due to the fact that I did not have an actual train at
my disposal during the composition of this paper, I had to resort to approximate
mathematical models of actual trains used on the Shanghai Metro. These mathematical
models are based on the 'Davis equations'used for train modeling, and the actual
coefficients used in the equations were developed by me based on data that I took during
my visits to Shanghai. Although the models were not exact, this does not in any way
invalidate the results due to the fact that the controller is adaptive by definition.
A matlab routine was composed (matlab file 'makedata.m', see Appendix C) that used
the approximate mathematical models of the trains (found in matlab file 'train.m'), to
create simulated trial data. The routine stored resultant acceleration points for a wide
spectrum of input velocities and traction power. In order to obtain usable data from an
actual data gathering trial, similar rules should be followed i.e. operate the train and take
data over a wide spectrum of input combinations. For example, start at Okph and apply
5% power. Keep 5% power applied until you hit 80kph or until you level off in speed.
Then apply 5% braking effort until the train comes to a stop. By measuring the resultant
velocity-vs.-time curve, the engineer can use it to calculate velocity vs. resultant
acceleration for 5% power. Repeating the above steps in 5% increments up to 100%
power, and including coast conditions (0% power or brake) should result in a good data
set that can be used as training input.
Next, a matlab routine was developed (file
'clustdat.m'
which calls 'mnt2dfnc.m') that
took the data and clustered it using the mountain clustering algorithm in order to form
both the rule base structure and the initial membership functions. I found that choice ofa
and P for the algorithm is a learned skill that took a few iterations and that the results out
of the algorithm should be
"sanity-checked"
to make sure that they are reasonable
because poor choice ofparameters can give some unexpected results. One of the other
big choices for the mountain clustering algorithm is the choice of granularity of the
quantizations of the input spaces. As the quantizations get finer, the number of
calculations to get a result is exponentially increased. For the train application, I found
that a rather coarse level of quantization (4 or 5 levels per input) was all that was needed
to get results that worked well when put into the supervised learning algorithm.
Under ideal conditions, the next step in the solution would be to take the results of the
mountain clustering algorithm and use the supervised learning algorithm to hone them to
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a greater accuracy. However, as a practical consideration, I "sanity
checked"
the resultant
membership functions and rule-base to see if all of the good fuzzy-controller design rules
were satisfied. Good fuzzy-controller design rules include checking that: the data space
is fully covered by the membership functions; the membership functions have a
reasonable amount of overlap with the adjacent membership functions, leaving no gaps;
and that the rule base insures that at least one rule will fire strongly for any possible
situation. By reviewing the output of the mountain clustering algorithm I found that there
was a rule missing that I felt should be there and so I added the rule manually before
going on to the supervised learning. This is one of the strong points ofusing fuzzy logic
in that you can incorporate a-priori knowledge easily into a knowledge base developed
automatically by computer.
In order to implement the supervised learning (i.e. Backprop algorithm), a matlab routine
'learn_mf.m'
was developed which refines the mean and standard deviations of the input
membership functions and the mean of the output membership functions as it iteratively
cycles through the data. For each cycle through the data, an error term is accumulated as
ameasure ofhow good the model is after each cycle. The routine continues until either a
maximum number of iterations is reached or until a given error value is reached. One of
the choices that the designer has to make at this stage is the choice of learning
coefficients. As stated in section 7.2.5, the choice of learning coefficients should not be
so small as to take an unreasonable amount of time to come to the solution and should not
be so large as to have a large amount of residual error or have divergence. The approach
that I tried was to have variable learning coefficients in order to minimize both time and
residual error. Start with a fairly large learning coefficient in order to minimize learning
time and cycle through the data until the error term begins to level offor diverge. At
that time, reduce the learning coefficient (perhaps dividing it by 2) and continue on.
Continue the process until the maximum amount of iterations or target error value is
reached. Although this approach still requires some amount of trial-and-error, by using it
you minimize both the learning time and residual error out of the algorithm.
It is important to note here that all of the steps up to this point were done off-line, perhaps
using a powerful PC or workstation to do most of the grunt work. At this point, we have
the initial fuzzy model of the train based upon the training data collected.
On-line, the first step in the process is to use dynamic programming to calculate an
optimal control sequence which will later be sequenced in the form of rules to the fuzzy
controller in order to control the train.
The optimal dynamic programming algorithm requires that you have a model of the plant
that you intend to control. It needs this in order to calculate the estimated responses to
the different possible inputs. Since we do not have an accurate mathematical model of
the train to be controlled, we will use the results of the adaptive fuzzy model of the train
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in order to calculate the estimated responses. The dynamic programming algorithm also
requires that the input and output spaces be quantized and so the input train velocity was
quantized as 0: 10:90 (from 0 kph to 90 kph in lOkph increments) and the resultant power
was quantized as -100:10:100. As mentioned in section 8.2, when choosing the number
of quantization levels you have to make trade-offs between accuracy and number of
calculations and storage positions. Since this portion of the controller is done on-line, we
will sacrifice some accuracy to minimize storage and computation time.
As mentioned in the problem statement in section 1.0, we want to allow the user to
configure the system for ride comfort and energy conservation based upon time of day
and passenger density. The user can create the desired effects by modifying an optimal
cost equation used by an optimal controller. The actual optimal controller design used
was a tracking design. When the speed limit changes from one value to another, a
velocity-vs-time curve is calculated which will smoothly take the train from the first
velocity to the second. The optimal controller calculates a control sequence that attempts
to make the train track this curve, using a cost equation that has weights for power
consumption, error from trajectory, and final error. Ths user can specify the shape of the
velocity-vs-time tracking curve and can also specify all of the cost equation weights in
order to obtain the type of ride that is desired. If the weight for 'error from trajectory' is
small (relative) compared to the weight for 'power
consumption'
then the train will only
loosely follow the tracking curve and will attempt to minimize the power consumed to go
from the first velocity to the second. Conversely, if the 'error from
trajectory'
weight is
large (relative) compared to the 'power
consumption'
weight then the train will attempt to
closely follow the tracking curve at any power cost. A matlab routine
'calc_opt.m'
was
developed which calculates the optimal control sequence
'U'
that is necessary to move
the train velocity from the current velocity to the new reference velocity. Function
'calc_opt.m'
uses dynamic programming with the plant dynamics supplied by the fuzzy
model for the train.
The output
'U'
of the dynamic programming algorithm is in the form of a 2-dimentional
matrix. Each row of the matrix corresponds to a time value with row 0 corresponding to
time 0 and rowN corresponding to the final time. Each column of the matrix
corresponds to a state value for the train velocity with column 0 corresponding to a train
velocity of 0 and columnM corresponding to a maximum train velocity of 90kph. The
values contained in matrix U correspond to power output values. The value of the power
that should be output by the optimal controller when the time is at (time=tc) and the
current train velocity is at (velocity=vc) is found by looking up the value in the
corresponding position in matrix U.
It is important to note that since matrix U is made up of rows that correspond to quantized
time values and columns that correspond to quantized velocity values, that the actual train
velocity may not correspond directly to any of the column values. In this case, some
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method must be used to interpolate the proper value to put out given the actual input train
velocity. One method is straight linear interpolation using the output power values that
correspond to the quantized velocities that are above and below the actual velocity.
Using the linear interpolation method, the optimal controller can directly control the train.
One of the down sides of using direct optimal control is that it is sometimes less robust
than we would wish. Small errors in the plantmodel can often result in large errors in the
control.
Fuzzy logic controllers can be made to be more robust by having multiple rules fire at
once. The effect of one bad membership function can often be minimized and the overall
control can be more stable. In this paper, we stated that the train would be controlled
using a fuzzy controller, perhaps hardware based, and therefore a method was devised to
implement the interpolation using a fuzzy controller. Referring to figure 9.1, we will
view the
'M'
velocities corresponding to each column ofU as the centers (means) of
'M'
membership functions. The quantized power values that make up the contents ofmatrix U
can also be viewed as the centers (means) of 'P' membership functions. The shape and
distribution of the membership functions can be user defined and will be discussed later.
Using these assumptions then any row ofmatrix U can be viewed as a mapping between
'M' input membership functions and
'P' (or fewer) output membership functions. This
mapping takes the form of a fuzzy controller rule set. Therefore, U can be viewed as
containing N fuzzy controller rule sets, each rule set is valid only for it's corresponding
time slot in matrix U. Using this set-up, a fuzzy rule scheduler was developed which
feeds the correct rule set to the fuzzy controller based upon time. Since the shape and
distribution of the membership functions can be user defined, the user can make the
system more robust by making each membership function wide enough so that multiple
rules fire for each time 't'. The user should use caution however, because making
multiple rules fire produces an
'averaging'
effect that could cause problems if the
membership functions are made too wide.
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velocity >
time -l U(power) ^1
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for time=0 the rules are:
if (VELOCITY) is (30-ish) then (POWER) is\(70-ish)
if (VELOCITY) is (40-ish) then (POWER) isY50-ish)
for time = 1 the rules are:
if (VELOCITY) is (30-ish) then (POWER) is (90-ish)
if (VELOCITY) is (40-ish) then (POWER) is (60-ish)
Figure 9.1 - Example conversion ofmatrix U into fuzzy rules
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10. Simulation Results
The matlab simulation software produced to support the verification of the methods put
forth in this paper can be found in Appendix C. This chapter refers to the output from
specific portions of that software.
The trial data output from the 'makedata.m' program is shown in figure 10.1. As can be
seen from the contour plot, the output acceleration contours are non-linear functions of
the input power and velocity. For a given power level, the acceleration decreases as the
velocity increases. This is mainly due to increased air resistance at the higher velocities.
Also note that braking efficiency decreases slightly at the higher velocities. At velocities
close to zero, the acceleration is also reduced sharply due to start-up friction. Since the
plots make sense in a real-world context we can say that the trial data produced by the
simulated train equations is realistic.
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Figure 10. 1 - TrialDataGenerated
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The trial data was then clustered using the mountain clustering algorithm and then
converted to the initial membership functions and a rule base. The resulting membership
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functions are shown in figures 10.3, 10.4, and 10.5 and the associated output rule base is
shown in figure 10.2. Notice how the rules tend to follow the logic that is shown in the
contour plots. For example, ifvelocity is large and power is positive large then
acceleration is only positive small due to the effects ofwind resistance.
Ifvelocity is... And power is... Then acceleration is...
1 (small) 1 (negative large) 1 (negative large)
1 (small) 2 (negative small) 2 (negative small)
1 (small) 4 (positive small) 4 (positive small)
1 (small) 5 (positive large) 3 (zero)
2 (medium-small) 1 (negative large) 1 (negative large)
2 (medium-small) 5 (positive large) 5 (positive large)
3 (medium-large) 1 (negative large) 1 (negative large)
3 (medium-large) 3 (zero) 3 (zero)
4 (large) 1 (negative large) 1 (negative large)
4 (large) 1 (negative large) 2 (negative small)
4 (large) 5 (positive large) 4 (positive small)
Figure 10.2 - Initial Rule Base
Membership function of In1
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Figure 10.3 - Clustered Membership Functions forVelocity
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Membership function of In2
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Figure 10.4 - Clustered Membership Functions for Power
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Figure 10.5 - Clustered Membership Functions forAcceleration
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The output from the mountain clustering algorithm was put into the supervised learning
algorithm. For each trial data point used, the velocity and power were put into the fuzzy
model and an error was computed between themodel's output acceleration and the actual
output acceleration for the data point. This error was then back-propogated to update the
fuzzy membership functions. As the backpropogation algorithm progressed, the
cumulative e-squared error for each iteration through the data set was tracked. The
algorithm error squared rate vs. the number of iterations thru the algorithm is plotted in
figure 10.6.
eA2 error vs. iteration
0 1500500 1000
Number of times through the entire data set
Figure 1 0.6 - Error squared vs. numberof iterations thru the backpropogation algorithm
After 1500 iterations thru the data set, the final eA2 error was 1.78. As can be seen from
figure 10.6, it was probably sufficient to stop after about 400 iterations in order to save
computation time. After the full 1500 iterations were completed, plots were made
showing how well the fuzzy model actually modelled the train. One of the plots showing
howwell the model performed is shown in figure 10.7. The plot shows a particular input
velocity and plots over the full range of input power, what the actual acceleration output
was (solid line) and the acceleration output found using the fuzzy model (dotted line). As
can be seen from the plot, the output from the fuzzy model, after passing it through the
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backpropogation algorithm, closely approximates the actual performance of the train. A
full set of the plots covering the full range of input velocities can be found in appendix A.
The resultant membership functions for the velocity, power, and acceleration that came
out of the backpropogation algorithm after 1500 iterations are shown in figure 10.8, 10.9,
and 10. 10. Note how both the mean and standard deviation were altered for the input
membership functions (velocity and power) but for the output membership functions
(acceleration), only the mean values were altered.
4
3
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i i i
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o
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Figure 10.7 - Fuzzymodel output (dotted) vs. actual data (solid) for velocity of 50 kph
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Figure 10.8 - Resultantmembership functions for velocity
Membership function of In2
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Figure 10.9 - Resultantmembership functions for power
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Figure 10. 10 - Resultantmembership functions for acceleration
It is interesting to note that some of the membership functions were moved so that they
overlap, or almost overlap, the adjacent membership function. Since this is the case, we
could have perhaps gotten rid of the redundant membership functions to simplify the
design somewhat.
At this point, all of the off-line processing is completed and it is time to put the fuzzy
model to use on-line as the model that the optimal controller will use to control the train.
In order to test the train control, I simply put in a trial run containing some typical speed
limits (reference velocities) that I wanted the train to regulate to. During the testing of
the train control, the train model was not modified in any way. The backprop algorithm
was not allowed to run and so the fuzzy model was frozen in the state that it was coming
out of the off-line processing. Under normal circumstances, the backprop algorithm
would be allowed to run as a background task (if running on a multitasking environment)
or would run in another processing unit. In this case, the backprop algorithm would
periodically update the fuzzy model used by the controller. It was mentioned in the
adaptive section of this paper that as long as the learning rate was slow compared to the
dynamics of the system being modelled, and the model could be essentially assumed
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constant, then there would not be any resultant instabilities resulting from the feedback
loop.
Recall thatwe wanted the user to have control over how the train ran simply by changing
a few parameters in the optimal controller. Referring to the code for 'calc_opt.m', the
weight
'alpha' is used to weight the importance of the power consumption, the weight
'beta' is used to weight the importance of the error from trajectory, and the weight
'gamma' is used to weight the importance of the final error. For the first run, the specific
value for 'alpha' was 0.01, the weight for 'beta' was 10, and the weight for 'gamma' was
10 and it can be seen that the emphasis was placed heavily on tracking the target velocity
very closely and little emphasis was placed on power consumption.
The results of the first trial run are shown in figures 10.1 1, 10.12, and 10.13. Figure
10. 1 1 shows how the algorithm computed a target velocity trajectory from the reference
velocity. The target velocity was designed in this controller to be the velocity that the
optimal control will try to track. To add further user flexability to the train control, the
user can select the slope of the target velocity curve when reference speed changes simply
by changing the values for 'accelrate' and 'decelrate'. These are the fourth and fifth
parameters that the user can change to control the ride of the train. It is important to note
that the code is written so that the optimal control sequence is only calculated when a
train has to transition from one speed limit to another. When it hits the 'flat', i.e. when
the speed limit is constant, the fuzzy controller operates using the last optimal control rule
that was given to it. This "steady state control rule set"acts as a proportional controller
to control the train until the next speed limit change. Because of the proportional-type
action, there is always some steady state error. Figure 10.12 shows how the actual train
speed tracked the target velocity. As can be seen from the plots, the controller did a fairly
good job tracking the target velocity for the first trial run. Figure 10.13 shows the
controller output that was used to control the train. Note that because we tried to track
the target velocity very closely, there was some chop to the controller output due to the
very high controller gain, which in turn caused some slight oscillatory effects. The
cumulative
u2
energy used for the first run was computed to be 2.03e+05. The
cumulative e error between the target train trajectory and the actual train trajectory was
computed to be 4.41e+02. Although these numbers do not really mean anything by
themselves, they will be used to compare against the other runs to evaluate the results of
the optimal controller.
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Control Power vs. Time
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Figure 10.13 (First trial run)
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For the second run, the specific value for
'alpha'
was 0.5, the weight for 'beta' was 10,
and the weight for 'gamma' was 10 and it can be seen that the emphasis was now placed
heavily on power conservation and tracking the target velocity was of lesser significance.
The results of the second trial run are shown in figures 10.14 and 10.15. Figure 10. 1 1 is
still valid to see how the algorithm computed the target velocity from the reference
velocity. Figure 10. 14 shows how the actual train speed tracked the target velocity. As
can be seen from the plots, the controller did not track the target velocity very closely as
it did for the first trial run. In addition, the steady state gain for each flat velocity was
much less resulting in a larger steady state error. Figure 10.15 shows the controller
output that was used to control the train. The cumulative u energy used for the second
run was computed to be 8.96e+04. The cumulative e error between the target train
trajectory and the actual train trajectory was computed to be 8.70e+03. Note that we used
less energy on this run as a result of changing alpha to 0.5 but we had larger cumulative
error, which is the expected result.
For the third run, the specific value for
'alpha'
was 0.5, the weight for 'beta' was 10, and
the weight for
'gamma'
was 10000 and it can be seen that the emphasis was now placed
both on on power conservation and on having the correct final velocity but tracking the
target velocity was of lesser significance. The results of the third trial run are shown in
figures 10.16 and 10.17. Figure 10.1 1 is still valid to see how the algorithm computed
the target velocity from the reference velocity. Figure 10.16 shows how the actual train
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speed tracked the target velocity. As can be seen from the plots, the controller did not
track the target velocity as closely as it did for the first trial run but the final velocity was
very much closer than for the second run. In addition, the steady state gain for each flat
velocity was higher resulting in a lower steady state error. Figure 10.17 shows the
controller output that was used to control the train. The cumulative u energy used for the
third run was computed to be 1 .99e+05. The cumulative e error between the target tram
trajectory and the actual train trajectory was computed to be 1.40e+03. Note that we used
less energy on this run as the first run but we had better control of the train than in the
second run, which again is the expected result.
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Control Power vs. Time
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Figure 10.15 (Second trial run)
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Control Power vs. Time
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Figure 10. 17 (Third trial run)
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The final experiment performed was to test how the fuzzy rule scheduler output stage
compared to using direct linear interpolation as the output stage for the controller. Of
specific interest was how each of them performed when the fuzzy model did not exactly
match the actual train dynamics. Four simulated runs were performed (runs 4-7). In runs
4 and 5, the optimal controller was allowed to do it's calculations using the same fuzzy
model used in the previous runs but the dynamics of the train used during the trial run
were modified by multiplying the acceleration by a factor of 0.8 (i.e. the train was made
"sluggish"). Run numbers 5 and 6 were performed similarly but with amultiplier factor
of 1 .2 (i.e. the train was made slightly "hyper"). Run numbers 4 and 6 used the fuzzy rule
scheduler as output and run number 5 and 7 used the direct linear interpolation as output.
The results were contrary to expectations. In both sets of runs, the direct linear
interpolation output slightly out-performed the fuzzy rule scheduler output. The results
are shown along side all of the other runs in table 10.1.
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Runl Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5 Run 6 Run 7
alpha 0.01 0.5 0.5 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
beta 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
gamma 10 10 10,000 10 10 10 10
Train
Dynamics
Normal Normal Normal Sluggish Sluggish Hyper Hyper
Output
Stage
Fuzzy
R.S.
Fuzzy
R.S.
Fuzzy
R.S.
Fuzzy
R.S.
Linear
Interp.
Fuzzy
R.S.
Linear
Interp.
Cumulative
2
e error
4.41e+02 8.70e+03 1.40e+03 7.75e+02 6.00e+02 3.12e+02 1.52e+02
Steady
state error
small large small small small small small
Cumulative
2
u energy
2.03e+05 8.96e+04 1.99e+05 2.66e+05 2.64e+05 1.64e+05 1.57e+05
Table 10.1 - Tabulated results of trial runs
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11. Conclusions
This paper presented a control scheme for a rapid transit train that allows the user to
adjust the ride of the train in order to optimize time, energy conservation, or ride comfort.
Fuzzy logic concepts were reviewed and the alternate method of fuzzy reasoning was
established. It was shown that this alternate method allows it's membership functions to
be adapted using supervised learning techniques and therefore is suitable for use in
creating an adaptive fuzzy model of the train.
The unsupervised learning technique called "Mountain Clustering" was presented and it
was shown how it can create the rules and membership functions for a rough fuzzy model
using measured data from trial runs of the train. This fuzzy model was then refined using
the supervised learning technique called Back-Propogation ofError (or Back-Prop) for
short. The derivations of the Back-Prop equations needed for our application were
developed. The e error out of the Back-Prop routine was plotted and it was shown that it
did indeed learn to accurately model the train. The full results showing how the fuzzy
model performed against the actual train equation was given (appendix A) and it was
shown that it performed very well.
The optimal control technique called "dynamicprogramming"was presented and it was
shown how this technique can use the knowledge of the train dynamics contained in the
fuzzy model in order to create a power sequence to control the train. By changing the
optimal controller parameters, it was shown how the train can be controlled to optimize
for power consumption, error from trajectory, and final error.
Finally, the output of the optimal controller was used to control the train using two
different methods. The first method used a fuzzy rule scheduler to convert the optimal
controller output to fuzzy controller rules and membership functions which were used to
control the train. The second method uses linear interpolation on the optimal controller
output to directly control the train. The two methods were compared and it was found
that, contrary to expectations, using direct linear interpolation output did just as good or
slightly better than using the fuzzy rule scheduler.
Some items that were left open for further investigation are:
1) Incorporate the effect ofnon-level track into the fuzzy model.
2) "Close the
loop" by allowing the back-prop algorithm to modify the train model as it is
being used to control the train and investigate the effects.
3) Investigate what techniques could be used to convert the system from a floating-point
math intensive Matlab simulation into a system that is suitable (fast enough, small
enough) for use in an embedded controller environment.
4) Investigate under what circumstances, if any, the fuzzy rule scheduler output stage
would work better than the linear interpolation output stage.
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Appendix A - Plots showing how the fuzzy model
performed against the actual input data
Note:
The output from the fuzzy model was taken after 1500 iterations through the
backprop algorithm, as described in section 10. Since the plot would actuall be 3-
dimentional, it is easier to see the results if the plot is "sliced" to produce a series
of 2-dimentional plots. In each case, the velocity is constant and is represented at
the top of the plot. The power was varied and the acceleration out of the fuzzy
model was recorded. For all plots, the solid line represents the actual input data
and the dotted line is the output from the fuzzy model. Also be careful to note
that as velocity changes, quite often the horizontal scaling changes. By the time
we plot at 90kph, the horizontal scale is only over [-3,+l .5] where as for the
30kph it is over [-4, +4].
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Appendix B - Software for Computing GMP Criterion
Results
clear;
MAXMIN = 0; % if 1, uses Mamdani (min) implication and max-min composition
% if 0, uses Larson's (product) implication and max-product composition
% Below are the definitions for the fuzzy membership functions
% They are defined in Gaussian form using the center (xc) and the deviation (s)
% as B(x) = exp(-1/2 * ((x-xc)/s)A2)
%
% xd s1
%
In1Const = [-2.0 0.5
-1.0 0.5
0.0 0.5
1.0 0.5
2.0 0.5];
% xc2 s2
%
ln2Const= [-2.0 0.5
-1.0 0.5
0.0 0.5
1.0 0.5
2.0 0.5];
% yc s
%
OutConst= [-2.0 0.5
-1.0 0.5
0.0 0.5
1.0 0.5
2.0 0.5];
% divide the x1 axis up into Numlnl equal sections from In1 Min to Max
[NumlnlMFsjunk] = size(ln1Const);
NumlnlDiv= 100;
ln1Min = ln1Const(1,1)-4*ln1Const(1,2);
InlMax = ln1Const(Numln1MFs,1) + 4*ln1Const(Numln1MFs,2);
forq = 1:Numln1Div
x1(q) = (ln1Max-ln1Min)*q/Numln1Div + InlMin;
end
forr= 1:Numln1MFs
forq = 1:Numln1Div
In1(r,q) = exp(-1/2
* ((x1(q)-ln1Const(r,1))/ln1Const(r,2))A2);
end
% Graph the membership functions
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"/opIoKxI.lnlOvVw-');
%hold on;
end
%xlabel('x1 axis');
%ylabel('mf(ln1)');
%title('Membership function of In1');
%hold off;
%pause;
% divide the x2 axis up into Numln2 equal sections from In2 Min to Max
[Numln2MFs,junk] = size(ln2Const);
Numln2Div= 100;
ln2Min = ln2Const(1,1) -4*ln2Const(1,2);
ln2Max = ln2Const(Numln2MFs,1) + 4*ln2Const(Numln2MFs,2);
forq = 1:Numln2Div
x2(q) = (ln2Max-ln2Min)*q/Numln2Div + ln2Min;
end
for r= 1:Numln2MFs
forq = 1:Numln2Div
In2(r,q) = exp(-1/2 * ((x2(q)-ln2Const(r,1))/ln2Const(r,2))A2);
end
% Graph the membership functions
%plot(x2,ln2(r,:),'w-');
%hold on;
end
%xlabel('x2 axis');
%ylabel('mf(ln2)');
%title('Membership function of In2');
%hold off;
%pause;
% divide the y axis up into NUM_Out equal sections from Out Min to Max
[NumOutMFsJunk] = size(OutConst);
NumOutDiv = 100;
OutMin = OutConst(1,1) - 4*OutConst(1,2);
OutMax = OutConst(NumOutMFs,1) + 4*OutConst(NumOutMFs,2);
forq = 1:NumOutDiv
y(q) = (OutMax-OutMin)*q/NumOutDiv + OutMin;
end
forr= 1:NumOutMFs
forq = 1:NumOutDiv
Out(r.q) = exp(-1/2
* ((y(q)-OutConst(r,1))/OutConst(r,2))A2);
end
% Graph the membership functions
%plot(y,Out(r,:),'w-');
%hold on;
end
%xlabel('y axis');
%ylabel('mf(Out)');
%title('Membership function of Out');
%hold off;
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%pause;
% Given: A -> C
% Then: C'(y) = A(x) o [ A(x) -> C(y) ]
Vo where "->" is the Larsens (product.Rp) rule of implication (inference)
Vo "o" is the Max-Product compositional operator
% OR--
% where "->" is the Mamdani (min,Re) rule of implication (inference)
% "o" is the Max-Min compositional operator
o.
% So then
% C'(y) = MAX(A(x) * [A(x) * C(y)])
% x
% OR
% C"(y) = MAX(A(x) A [A(x) A C(y)])
% Assign " A " to be equal to the first MF of In1
A = ln1(1,:);
% Assign " C " to be equal to the last MF of Out
C = Out(5,:);
% Compute " A "
forq = 1:Numln1Div
Ap(q) = exp(-1/2 * ((x1(q)-(-2.0))/(0.5))A2);
end
ApSave = Ap;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%%%%0/o0/o%%%%%%%0/o%%0/o0/o%%%%
% Graph the membership functions
plot(x1 ,A,'w-',x1 ,Ap,'w-',x1 ,C,'w-.');
hold on;
xlabel('x1 axis');
ylabel(,mf(A-,Ap--,C-.)');
title('Membership function of A, Ap (= A), and C);
hold off;
pause;
if(MAXMIN)
for r= 1:NumOutDiv
Cp(r) = 0;
forq = 1:Numln1Div
Cp(r) = max(Cp(r),min(Ap(q),min(A(q),C(r))));
end
end
else
forr= 1:NumOutDiv
Cp(r) = 0;
forq = 1:Numln1Div
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Cp(r) = max(Cp(r),Ap(q) * A(q) * C(r));
end
end
end
% Graph the membership functions resulting when Ap = A
plot(x1,Cpl'w--',x1lC,'w-');
hold on;
xlabel('x1 axis');
ylabel('mf(C-,Cp-)');
title('Membership function of C and Cp');
hold off;
pause;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Make Ap into VERY Ap
forq = 1:Numln1Div
Ap(q) = ApSave(q) A 2;
end
% Graph the membership functions
plot(x1 ,A,'w-',x1 ,Ap,'w-',x1 ,C,'w-.');
hold on;
xlabel('x1 axis');
ylabelCmf(A-,Ap--,C-.)');
title('Membership function of A, Ap (= Very A), and C);
hold off;
pause;
if(MAXMIN)
for r= 1:NumOutDiv
Cp(r) = 0;
forq = 1:Numln1Div
Cp(r) = max(Cp(r),min(Ap(q),min(A(q),C(r))));
end
end
else
forr= 1:NumOutDiv
Cp(r) = 0;
forq = 1:Numln1Div
Cp(r) = max(Cp(r),Ap(q)
* A(q) * C(r));
end
end
end
% Graph the membership functions resulting when Ap = VERY A
plot(x1,Cp,'w--,,x1,C,'w-');
hold on;
xlabel('x1 axis');
ylabel('mf(C-,Cp-)');
title('Membership function of C and Cp');
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hold off;
pause;
% Make Ap into Sort OfAp
forq = 1:Numln1Div
Ap(q) = sqrt(ApSave(q));
end
% Graph the membership functions
plot(x1 ,A,'w-',x1 ,Ap,'w-',x1 ,C,'w-.');
hold on;
xlabel('x1 axis');
ylabel('mf(A-,Ap--,C-.)');
title('Membership function of A, Ap (= Sort OfA), and C);
hold off;
pause;
if(MAXMIN)
for r= 1:NumOutDiv
Cp(r) = 0;
forq = 1:Numln1Div
Cp(r) = max(Cp(r),min(Ap(q),min(A(q),C(r))));
end
end
else
forr= 1:NumOutDiv
Cp(r) = 0;
forq = 1:Numln1Div
Cp(r) = max(Cp(r),Ap(q) * A(q) * C(r));
end
end
end
% Graph the membership functions resulting when Ap = SORT OF A
plot(x1,Cp,'w-',x1,C,'w-');
hold on;
xlabel('x1 axis');
ylabelCmf(C-,Cp-)');
title('Membership function of C and Cp');
hold off;
pause;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o0/o0/o0/o0/o%%0/o0/o%%%0/o%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Make Ap into NOT Ap
forq = 1:Numln1Div
Ap(q) = 1-ApSave(q);
end
% Graph the membership functions
plot(x1 ,A,'w-',x1,Ap,'w-',x1 ,C,'w-.');
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hold on;
xlabel('x1 axis');
ylabelCm^A-.Ap-.C-.)');
title('Membership function ofA, Ap (= NOT A), and C);
hold off;
pause;
if(MAXMIN)
forr= 1:NumOutDiv
Cp(r) = 0;
forq = 1:Numln1Div
Cp(r) = max(Cp(r),min(Ap(q),min(A(q),C(r))));
end
end
else
forr= 1:NumOutDiv
Cp(r) = 0;
forq = 1:Numln1Div
Cp(r) = max(Cp(r),Ap(q) * A(q) * C(r));
end
end
end
% Graph the membership functions resulting when Ap = NOT A
plot(x1,Cp,'w-',x1,C,'w-');
hold on;
xlabel('x1 axis');
ylabel('mf(C-,Cp~)');
title('Membership function of C and Cp');
hold off;
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Appendix C - Solution Software
C.l Main Program - "thesis.m"
clear;
delete rules.;
delete t.;
delete x.;
delete xtarg.;
delete xref.;
delete uopt.;
% Define some constants
Do_Plot=1;
% Step 1 ) Generate some trial data to use
[velocity,power.acceleration] = makedata(Do_Plot);
% Step 2) Cluster the trial data using unsupervised learning (mountain clustering)
[Xmnt,Xsd,Ymnt,Ysd,Zmnt,Zsd] = clustdat(Do_Plot,velocity,power,acceleration);
% Step 3) Form the initial membership functions and rule base using
% the output of the unsupervised learning
[Xmf,Ymf,Zmf,Rule] = makerule(Do_Plot,Xmnt,Xsd,Ymnt,Ysd,Zmnt,Zsd);
% Step 4) Incoporate any additional a-priori knowledge
[numrulesjunk] = size(Rule);
numrules = numrules+1;
Rule(numrules,:) = [11 1];
% Step 5) Refine the membership functions using supervised learning
[Xmf.Ymf.Zmf] = learn_mf(Do_Plot,Xmf,Ymf,Zmf,Rule,velocity,power.acceleration);
% Step 6) Define some constants for the simulation run define the membership functions
% for the fuzzy controller.
dt = 1; % the time quantization level in seconds
endtime = 600; % run simulation for 600 seconds
maxsteps = 200; % maximum number of time steps to calculate U for
xref(1 ) = -1 ; % the reference (regulated) speed
ustep = 1 0; % the percentage power step size
ulevels = -100:ustep: 100; % the quantized power levels
xstep = 10; % the velocity step size
xlevels = 0:xstep:90; % the quantized velocity levels
u_mf = [ulevels',0.4*ustep*ones(size(ulevels'))]; % note that the standard deviation is irrelevent
x_mf = [xlevels',0.4*xstep*ones(size(xlevels'))]; % the velocity membership functions
x(1) = 0;
x(2) = 0;
for t = 0:dt:endtime
t
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k = t/dt+2; % have to start this at 2 to prevent errors
% Step 7) Force some simulated speed limits for our run
if (t > 420.0)
xref(k) = 10;
elseif (t > 300.0)
xref(k) = 40;
elseif (t > 180.0)
xref(k) = 60;
elseif (t > 20.0)
xref(k) = 10;
else
xref(k) = 0;
end
if(xref(k-1)~=xref(k))
% Step 8) Calculate the optimal control sequence U to move the train velocity
% from x to xref, given the train model defined by Xmf,Ymf,Zmf, and Rule.
[U,xtarg,totalsteps]=calc_opt(xref(k),x(k),maxsteps,dt,Xmf,Ymf,Zmf,Rule,ulevels,xlevels);
trackstep = maxsteps - totalsteps;
end
if(trackstep < maxsteps)
trackstep = trackstep + 1 ;
end
savetrack(k) = trackstep; % temporary for debugging
% Step 9) Use the optimal control sequence U along with the membership functions u_mf
% and x_mf to find output control Uoptim.
xtarget(k) = xtarg(trackstep);
Uoptim(k) = fuz_cont(x(k),U(trackstep,:),u_mf,x_mf);
% Step 10) For the current state and optimal input, find the resultant state
% using the difference equation. This equation is equivalent to: v(t) = v(t-1) + a*t
if(t -= endtime)
x(k+1) = x(k) + dt
* train(x(k),Uoptim(k));
x(k+1) = max(x(k+1),0); % speeds less than 0 are not allowed
end
fprintfC x.', '%f %f\n',t,x(k));
fprintf('_xtarg.','%f %f\n',t,xtarget(k));
fprintf('_xref.', '%f %f\n',t,xref(k));
fprintf('_uopt.', '%f %f\n',t,Uoptim(k));
end
clear;
% Display the results
fileid = fopen('_t.','rt');
[t.count] = fscanf(fileid,'%f\n');
fclose(fileid);
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fileid = fopen('_x.','rf);
[x.count] = fscanf(fileid,'%f\n');
fclose(fileid);
fileid = fopen(' xtarg.'/rt');
[xtarget,count] = fscanf(fileid,'%f\n');
fclose(fileid);
fileid = fopen('_xref.','rt');
[xref.count] = fscanf(fileid,'%f\n');
fclose(fileid);
fileid = fopen(' uopt.','rt');
[Uoptim.count] = fscanf(fileid,'%f\n');
fclose(fileid);
subplot(211);
plot(t,x,'w-',t,xtarget,'w-,,t,xref,'r.');
subpiot(212);
plot(t,Uoptim);
%unix time;
C.2 Generating Trial Data - "makedata.m"
function[velocity,power.acceleration] = makedata(Do_Plot);
% Generates trial acceleration vs. velocity vs. power data
% for train control thesis. If argument = 1 then it does the plots.
NUMXTRIALS = 10 % the number of velocity trials
NUMYTRIALS = 9 % the number of power trials
velocity = zeros(NUMXTRIALS,1);
power = zeros(NUMYTRIALS,1);
% first, compute the data that will be used as input to the
% clustering algorithm.
for velocjrial = 1:NUMXTRIALS
velocity(velocjrial) = 0 + (90/(NUMXTRIALS-1))*(veloc_trial-1);
for powerjrial = 1:NUMYTRIALS
power(powerjrial) = -100 + (200/(NUMYTRIALS-1))*(power_trial-1);
acceleration(power_trial,veloc_trial) = ...
train(velocity(veloc_trial),power(power_trial));
end
end
if(Do_Plot)
cs = contour(acceleration);
clabel(cs);
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title('Constant Acceleration Contours (kphps)');
xlabel('0 < Velocity (kph) > 90');
ylabel('+100 < Power (%) > -100');
%print;
pause(5);
end
C.3 Train Simulation - "train.m"
function[acceleration] = trainsim(velocity,power);
% uses the Davis equations to simulate the train
KPH2MPS = 1000/3600;
MPS2KPH = 3600/1000;
velocity = velocity
* KPH2MPS;
ADJUST =1;
grade = 0;
r= 600 + 18.10368*velocity + 1.0717959*velocity*velocity;
if( velocity < 0.278 ) %/* gte = gross tractive effort */
gte = 24000 * (power/100) * ADJUST;
elseif( velocity < 0.556 )
gte = 36000 * (power/100) * ADJUST;
elseif( velocity < 11.1 )
gte = 38400 * (power/100) - ADJUST;
elseif( velocity <= 25 )
gte = ( -2162*velocity + 62400 ) * (power/100) * ADJUST;
else
gte = 0;
end
am = gte / 38682; %/* am = acceleration due to motor */
af = r / 38682; %/* af = acceleration due to friction */
ae = 1 .0;
%/*
acceleration due to full service braking */
ag = 0.090047
*
grade;
%/*
acceleration due to grade */
if(velocity<=11.1)
ab = 1.0;
elseif( (velocity>11.1) & (velocity<=25.2) )
ab = -0.022 'velocity + 1.25;
else
ab = 0.76;
end
ab =
ab" (power/100);
if(power > 0)
a_sum = am-af-ag;
else
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a_sum = ab-af-ag;
end
acceleration = a_sum*MPS2KPH; %convert acceleration from mpsps to kphps
C.4 Unsupervised Learning - "clustdat.m"
function[Xmnt,Xsd,Ymnt,Ysd,Zmnt,Zsd]=clustdat(Do_Plot,velocity,power,acceleration);
a = 3.0; % the "mountain building" constant (lower number, higher
% mountains)
b = 3.0; % the "mountain destroying" constant. It controls the "spread"
% of the destruction as you destroy a peak (lower number,
% wider spread). Do not make b > a because you may get
% unexpected results!
STOPPOINT = 0; % the "mountain destroying" stop point
% the number of quantized points that are possible centroids
% the number of quantized points that are possible centroids
% the number of quantized points that are possible centroids
XSTEPS = 4
YSTEPS = 5
ZSTEPS = 5
% Now find the cluster centers of the trial data using the
% clustering algorithm for unsupervised learning
[Xmnt,Ymnt,Zmnt,Xsd,Ysd,Zsd] = mnt2dfnc(a,b,STOPPOINT,XSTEPS,YSTEPS,ZSTEPS,
velocity, power.acceleration);
if(Do_Plot)
fprintf('rules.', 'velocity power acceleration^');
for q = 1 :size(Xmnt')
fprintf('rules.7%f %f %f\n',Xmnt(q),Ymnt(q),Zmnt(q));
end
Xmnt
Ymnt
Zmnt
end
C.5 Mountain Clustering - "mnt2dfnc.m"
function[Xmax,Ymax,Zmax,Xsd,Ysd,Zsd] =
mnt2dfnc(a,b,STOPPOINT,XSTEPS,YSTEPS,ZSTEPS,...
inputl tinput2,output1 );
% Usage:
% [Xmax.Ymax.Zmax] = mnt2dfnc(a,b,STOPPOINT,XSTEPS,YSTEPS,ZSTEPS,...
% inputl, input2,output1);
% Where Xmax.Ymax.Zmax are the output cluster centers; inputl, input2,output1
% are the 3-d input points; XSTEPS.YSTEPS.ZSTEPS are the number of
% quantizations of the inputl, input2, and output/! state spaces; a,b are
% the mountain building and destructing constants.
% The x,y and z spaces will be divided into a XSTEPSxYSTEPSxZSTEPS grid of
% potential cluster centers. The set of all potential cluster centers will be
% denoted N.
%
% We will then calculate the mountain function (denoted M) for each N
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% where: q
% 2 2 2
% \ -(a*[(Xi-xk) + (Yj-yk) + (Zh-zk) ])
% M(Nijh) = / e
%
% k=1
%
% where 'q' is the total number of data points (xk,yk,zk) used in training
% and 'a' is a positive constant.
%
% Notes:
% The larger that 'a' gets, the slower the mountain gets built and the
% more detail you lose and you end up with fewer centroids.
% If you make 'a' too small then you end up with one big mountain
% and although you get lots of centroids, you lose all of your
% detail.
% The larger that 'b' gets, the narrower the mountain destruction gets and
% the more centroids that you end up with. If
'b'
gets very large
% then only the maximum mountain center gets subtracted off at
% each destruction iteration and you hit the threshold for the
% most centroids that can be found for the particular values of
% 'a' and STOPPOINT.
% The smaller that STOPPOINT gets, the farther down the mountain gets
% torn before we stop and therefore the more centroids that we
% end up with.
% When we first enter this routine, normalize the value of inputl, input2,
% and input3 to the values of 0 to 1 so that the weight of any one error will
% not skew the whole mountain. Under this configuration, we can select
% a value for 'a' and
'b' that will work well under this input data set (based
% upon size(input1)*size(input2)*size(output1) )
offsetl = min(inputl);
offset2 = min(input2);
offset3 = min(min(output1));
scalel = max(input1)-offset1;
scale2 = max(input2)-offset2;
scale3 = max(max(output1))-offset3;
% Compute the first shot at the standard deviation based upon the value
% for b. See the book p.251-252 for details.
Xsd = scalel *sqrt(1/(2*b))/3
Ysd = scale2*sqrt(1/(2*b))/3
Zsd = scale3*sqrt(1/(2*b))/3
inputl = (inputl -offsetl *ones(size(input1)))/scale1;
input2 = (input2-offset2*ones(size(input2)))/scale2;
outputl = (output1-offset3*ones(size(output1)))/scale3;
% Build the mountain
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fori = 1:XSTEPS
i
X(i) = (i-1)*((max(input1) - min(input1))/(XSTEPS-1)) + min(inpurl);
forj = 1:YSTEPS
Y(j) = (j-1)*((max(input2) - min(input2))/(YSTEPS-1)) + min(input2);
forh = 1:ZSTEPS
Z(h) = (h-1)*((max(max(output1)) - min(min(output1)))/(ZSTEPS-1)) ...
+ min(min(output1));
% Note:
n = (YSTEPS*ZSTEPS)*(i-1) + (ZSTEPS)*(j-1) + h;
M(n) = 0;
for in1_trial = 1:size(input1)
for in2_trial = 1:size(input2)
M(n) = M(n) + exp(-a " ( (X(i) - inputl (in1_trial))A2 + ...
(Y(j) - input2(in2_trial))A2 + ...
(Z(h) - output1(in2_trial,in1_trial))A2 ) );
end
end
end
end
end
% Now we destroy the mountain by continuously subtracting off the maximum
% mountain center until the entire mountain is lower than the threshold.
iteration = 0;
maximum = STOPPOINT + 1;
[maximum.l] = max(M); % find the maximum of M
maximum
I
pause(2);
while (maximum > STOPPOINT);
iteration = iteration + 1 ;
% Note: n = (YSTEPS*ZSTEPS)*i + (ZSTEPS)*j + h
Xmaxaddr = floor((l-1 )/(YSTEPS*ZSTEPS))+1 ; % find the X address of the max
remainder = modulo((l-1),(YSTEPS*ZSTEPS))+1;
Ymaxaddr = floor((remainder-1 )/ZSTEPS)+1 ; % find the Y address of the max
Zmaxaddr = modulo(remainder-1 ,ZSTEPS)+1; % find the Z address of the max
Xmax(iteration) = X(Xmaxaddr);
Ymax(iteration) = Y(Ymaxaddr);
Zmax(iteration) = Z(Zmaxaddr);
fori = 1:XSTEPS
forj = 1:YSTEPS
forh = 1:ZSTEPS
n = (YSTEPS*ZSTEPS)*(i-1) + (ZSTEPS)*(j-1) + h;
destructor = maximum*exp(-b
* (...
(X(i) - Xmax(iteration))A2 + ...
(Y(j) - Ymax(iteration))A2 + ...
(Z(h) - Zmax(iteration))A2 ) );
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M(n) = M(n) - destructor;
end
end
end
[maximum,!] = max(M); % find the maximum of M
maximum
end
% Now undo the scaling that we did when we first entered the routine
Xmax = Xmax * scalel + offsetl *ones(size(Xmax));
Ymax = Ymax * scale2 + offset2*ones(size(Ymaxj);
Zmax = Zmax * scale3 + offset3*ones(size(Zmax));
C.6 Forming the Initial Rule Base - "makerule.m"
function[Xmf,Ymf,Zmf,Rule] = makerule(Do_PlotIXmnt,Xsd,Ymnt,Ysd,Zmnt,Zsd);
%function[Xmf,Ymf,Zmf,Rule] = makerule(Xmnt,Xsd,Ymnt,Ysd,Zmnt,Zsd);
% Finds the rules and the membership functions using the input
% values for Xmnt, Ymnt and Zmnt
[junk.numrules] = size(Xmnt); % size ofXmnt is the number of rules
Xmf(1) = Xmnt(1);
Ymf(1) = Ymnt(1);
Zmf(1) = Zmnt(1);
xrulenum(1) = 1;
Rule(1,:) = [1 1 1];
for n = 2:numrules
xrulenum = 0;
[junk.lastrule] = size(Xmf);
% see if the x value matches a rule that is already saved
form = 1:lastrule
if ( Xmnt(n) == Xmf(m) )
xrulenum = m;
end
end
% if the x value does not match any of the already saved MFs,
% save the value as a new membership function
if ( xrulenum == 0 )
xrulenum = lastrule + 1 ;
Xmf(xrulenum) = Xmnt(n);
end
yrulenum = 0;
[junk.lastrule] = size(Ymf);
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% see if the y value matches a rule that is already saved
form= 1:lastrule
if ( Ymnt(n) == Ymf(m) )
yrulenum = m;
end
end
% if the y value does not match any of the already saved MFs,
% save the value as a new membership function
if ( yrulenum == 0 )
yrulenum = lastrule + 1 ;
Ymf(yrulenum) = Ymnt(n);
end
zrulenum = 0;
[junk, lastrule] = size(Zmf);
% see if the z value matches a rule that is already saved
form = 1: lastrule
if ( Zmnt(n) == Zmf(m) )
zrulenum = m;
end
end
% if the z value does not match any of the already saved MFs,
% save the value as a new membership function
if ( zrulenum == 0 )
zrulenum = lastrule + 1;
Zmf(zrulenum) = Zmnt(n);
end
Rule(n,:) = [xrulenum yrulenum zrulenum];
end
% Now, sort the membership functions and standard deviations by placement and change the
% rule base accordingly
[Xmfnew.Xindex] = sort(Xmf);
[Ymfnew.Yindex] = sort(Ymf);
[Zmfnew.Zindex] = sort(Zmf);
[junk.Xindex] = sort(Xindex);
[junk.Yindex] = sort(Yindex);
[junk.Zindex] = sort(Zindex);
forn = 1:numrules
Rulenew(n,1) = Xindex(Rule(n,1));
Rulenew(n,2) = Yindex(Rule(n,2));
Rulenew(n,3) = Zindex(Rule(n,3));
end
Rule = Rulenew;
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clear Xmf
clear Ymf
clear Zmf
% Now add the standard deviations
Xmf = [Xmfnew',Xsd*ones(size(Xmfnew'))];
Ymf = [Ymfnew',Ysd*ones(size(Ymfnew'))];
Zmf = [Zmfnew',Zsd*ones(size(Zmfnew'))];
if(Do_Plot)
% Now show how the fuzzy membership functions turned out
fuz2(0,0,Xmf,Ymf,Zmf,Rule,Do_Plot);
end
C.7 Supervised Learning - "learn_mf.m"
function[Xmf,Ymf,Zmf] = learn_mf(Do_Plot,Xmf,Ymf,Zmf,Rule,velocity,power.acceleration);
% function[Xmf,Ymf,Zmf] = leam_mf(Do_Plot,Xmf,Ymf,Zmf,Rule,velocity,power.acceleration);
%
% Refines the membership functions using backpropogation learning on the trial data.
% Now compare the output of the fuzzy model with the actual equation, while simultaneously
% using the backprop algorithm to update the fuzzy logic parameters.
learn = 0.5; % the learning constant for the backprop algorithm
Evaluate = 0;
[numrulesjunk] = size(Rule);
MAXPASSES = 1
for numpasses = 1 :MAXPASSES
err_squared(numpasses) = 0;
for veloc_trial = 1 :size(velocity)
for power_trial = 1 :size(power)
x1 = velocity(veloc_trial);
x2 = power(powerjrial);
[y,v] = fuz2(x1,x2,Xmf,Ymf,Zmf,Rule,Evaluate);
y_out(power_trial,veloc_trial) = y;
% the statements below are the Backprop section
err = y - acceleration(power_trial,veloc_trial);
err_squared(numpasses) = err_squared(numpasses) + errA2;
for n = 1:numrules
xd = Xmf(Rule(n,1),1); % mean of input 1 MF
s1 = Xmf(Rule(n,1),2); % standard deviation of input 1 MF
xc2 = Ymf(Rule(n,2),1); % mean of input 2 MF
s2 = Ymf(Rule(n,2),2); % standard deviation of input 2 MF
yc = Zmf(Rule(n,3),1); % mean of the output MF
Zmf(Rule(n,3),1) = yc - learn*v(ri)*err;
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Xmf(Rule(n,1),1) = xd - learn*v(n)*(yc-y)*err"...
((x1-xd)/(s1A2));
Ymf(Rule(n,2),1) = xc2 - learn*v(n)*(yc-y)*err"...
((x2-xc2)/(s2A2));
Xmf(Rule(n,1),2) = s1 - learn*v(n)*(yc-y)*err*..
(((x1-xd)A2)/(s1A3));
Ymf(Rule(n,2),2) = s2 - leam*v(n)*(yc-y)*err*...
(((x2-xc2)A2)/(s2A3));
end
end
if(Do_Plot)
axis([-1 00, 100,-4,4]);
plot(power,acceleration(:,veloc_trial),'w-',...
power,y_out(:,veloc_trial),'w-.');
title(sprintf('Pass #%g Velocity = %g',numpasses,x1));
xlabel('Power');
ylabel('Acceleration');
if numpasses == MAXPASSES
%print;
end
%pause;
end
end
err_squared(numpasses) % show the total cumulative error
pause(1);
end
% Now show how the fuzzy membership functions turned out
if(Do_Plot)
axis;
fuz2(0,0,Xmf,Ymf,Zmf,Rule,Do_Plof);
plot(err_squared);
title('eA2 error vs. iteration');
xlabel('Number of times through the entire data set');
ylabel('Total eA2 error');
%pause;
%print;
end
C.8 Calculating the Optimal Control Sequence - "calc_opt.m"
function[U,xtarget,totalsteps]=calc_opt(xref,xstart,maxsteps,dt,Xmf,Ymf,Zmf,Rule,ulevels,xlevels);
%functn[U,xtarget,totalsteps]=calc_opt(xref,xstart,maxsteps,dt,Xmf,Ymf,Zmf,Rule,ulevels,xlevels);
% Calculates the optimal control trajectory U for a total
% of 'maxsteps' time steps to move the train from starting
% speed 'xstart' to final speed 'xref . It uses the train
% model defined by fuzzy model 'Xmf,Ymf,Zmf,
Rule'
and the optimal
% control quantization levels defined by 'uleveis,xlevels,dt'.
xstep = xlevels(2) - xlevels(1 ); % calculate the step size thatwas used for the quantization
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% Define the constants that are used to define 'xtarget'
accelrate = 2;
decelrate = 2;
flatatend = 5; % number of time steps at the end that are "flat" at xref
% Define the performance measure paramaters
alpha = 0.01 ; % used to weight the 'power consumption' importance
beta = 1 0.0; % used to weight the 'error from trajectory' importance
gamma = 10.0; % used to weight the 'final error' importance
% Define the number of steps
N = maxsteps;
N = N+1 ; % we have to make this one larger than you actually want because
% matlab can't handle array indexes of 0.
[junk,num_u] = size(ulevels);
[junk,num_x] = size(xlevels);
% Start the dynamic programming
% Find the value of J for the last step for all possible state values (final error portion)
for m=1:num_x
J(N,m) = gamma*(xlevels(m)-xref)A2;
end
% Continue the process for the remaining steps (backwards)
%
totalsteps = 0;
for k = (N-1 ):-1 : 1 % loop for the number of steps (time)
k
if(k > N-flatatend) % this is to prevent overshoot
xtarget(k) = xref;
elseif (xref > xstart)
xtarget(k) = xtarget(k+1) - accelrate*dt;
if (xtarget(k) < xstart)
xtarget(k) = xstart;
end
elseif (xref < xstart)
xtarget(k) = xtarget(k+1) + decelrate'dt;
if (xtarget(k) > xstart)
xtarget(k) = xstart;
end
end
for m=1 :num_x % loop for the state quantizations
Jmin = inf; % initialize the minimum to infinity
Umin = 0;
for n=1 :num_u % loop for the input quantizations
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% for the current state and input, find the resultant state
% using the given difference equation. x=velocity, u=power
% this equation is equivalent to: v(t) = v(t-1) + a*t
if(0)
new_x = xlevels(m) + dt
* train(xlevels(m),ulevels(n)); % old way, using exact
% equation
else
[newaccei.v] = fuz2(xlevels(m),ulevels(n),Xmf,Ymf,Zmf,Rule,0); % new way, using
% fuzzy model
new_x = xlevels(m) + dt
*
newaccel;
end
% use linear interpolation to find the value of J corresponding to
% the resultant state.
% first, find which 2 quantized states the result landed between
if(new_x < xlevels(1))
index = 0;
else
index = 1 ;
while ( ((new_x < xlevels(index)) | (new_x > xlevels(index+1))) & (index < (num_x-1)) )
index = index + 1;
end
end
% if the result was within the acceptable boundaries, use linear
% interpolation to find the optimal J. If the optimal J is
% less than the minimum J, update the minimum.
if ((index <= (num_x-1)) & (index>0))
% interpolate
Joptim = ((J(k+1,index+1)-J(k+1,index))/xstep)*(new_x - xlevels(index)) + J(k+1, index);
% compute the performance measure using the given equation
Jtemp = alpha*dt*(ulevels(n)A2) + beta*((new_x-xtarget(k))A2) + Joptim;
% if it is the minimum, save the values of J.U and new_x
if (Jtemp < Jmin)
Jmin = Jtemp;
Umin = ulevels(n);
end;
end;
end;
% done trying all of the input quantizations so store the value
% of the optimal U and J for the current state.
J(k,m) = Jmin;
U(k,m) = Umin;
%pause;
end
totalsteps = totalsteps + 1 ;
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goexit = abs(xtarget(k)-xstart)
if(goexit < 0.5)
break;
end
end
C.9 Fuzzy Rule Sequencer and Fuzzy Controller - "fuz_cont.m"
function[Uoptim] = fuz_cont(x,U,u_mf,x_mf)
[num_u,junk] = size(u_mf);
[num_x,junk] = size(x_mf);
if(0)
% below is the 'old' way of finding U(t) using linear interpolation...
% first, find which 2 quantized states the result landed between
xstep = 10; % this really should be an input
index = 1 ;
while ( ((x < x_mf(index,1)) | (x > x_mf(index+1,1))) & (index < (num_x-1)) )
index = index + 1;
end
% if the result was within the acceptable boundaries, use linear
% interpolation to find the optimal U we should use.
if (index <= (num_x-1))
% interpolate
Uoptim = ((U(index+1)-U(index))/xstep)*(x - x_mf(index,1)) + U(index);
elseif (x == x_mf(num_x,1))
Uoptim = U(num_x);
else
sprintf('Error in state computation!')
pause;
end;
else
% below is the 'new' way of finding U(t) using fuzzy logic...
% Now, U is set up as a matrix with the columns defining the x (state) values and the
% rows defining the t (time) values.
% first, find out the row of rules that we will send to the fuzzy-logic rule base for this time.
for m=1 :num_x % loop for the state quantizations
for n=1 :num_u % loop for the input quantizations
if(U(m)==u_mf(n,1))
urule = n;
end
end
xrule = m;
R(m,:) = [xrule urule]; % rule is of the form if x is X then u is U
end
%fuz1 (x,x_mf,u_mf,R, 1 ) % show the membership functions
[Uoptim,junk2] = fuz1(x,x_mf,u_mf,R,0);
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end
CIO One-input Fuzzy Computation - "fuzl.m"
function[y_out,v] = fuz(U1,In1Const,OutConst,R,do_plots);
% [y_out] = fuz(U1,ln1Const,OutConst,R);
% U1 is the single input
Vo In1Const and OutConst are matrices containing the centers and
Vo standard deviations for the membership functions
% ex. In1Const=[d sd1
% c2 sd2];
% R is the rule base and is defined such that each row has the MF
% number for In1Const and OutConst
% ex. R = [ 1 1
% 2 3];
% Below are example definitions for the fuzzy membership functions
%U1 = 0.3; % Input 1
%
% Below are example definitions for the fuzzy membership functions
% They are defined in Gaussian form using the center (xc) and the deviation (s)
% as B(x) = exp(-1/2 * ((x-xc)/s)A2)
%
% xd s1
%
%ln1 Const = [-2.0 0.5
% -1.0 0.5
% 0.0 0.5
% 1.0 0.5
% 2.0 0.5];
%
% yc s
%
%OutConst= [-2.0 0.5
% -1.0 0.5
% 0.0 0.5
% 1.0 0.5
% 2.0 0.5];
%
% Below is an example rule base
% The first column is the MF number of In1 and the second column is the MF
% number of Out
%
%R = [
% 2 3
% 4 1
% 3 5
% ];
% divide the x1 axis up into Numlnl equal sections from In1 Min to Max
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[NumlnlMFsjunk] = size(ln1Const);
Numln1Div = 250;
[mincenter.minindex] = min(ln1Const(:,1));
minsd = ln1Const(minindex,2);
InlMin = mincenter - 3*minsd;
[maxcenter.maxindex] = max(ln1Const(:,1));
maxsd = ln1Const(maxindex,2);
InlMax = maxcenter + 3*maxsd;
forq = 1:Numln1Div
x1(q) = (ln1Max-ln1Min)*q/Numln1Div + InlMin;
end
forr= 1:Numln1MFs
forq = 1:Numln1Div
In1(r,q) = exp(-1/2 * ((x1(q)-ln1Const(r,1))/ln1Const(r,2))A2);
end
% Graph the membership functions
if(do_plots==1)
plot(x1,ln1(r,:),'w-');
hold on;
end
end
if(do_plots==1)
xlabel('x1 axis');
ylabel('mf(ln1)');
title('Membership function of In1');
%print;
hold off;
pause(5);
end
% divide the y axis up into NUM_Out equal sections from Out Min to Max
[NumOutMFsJunk] = size(OutConst);
NumOutDiv = 250;
[mincenter.minindex] = min(OutConst(:,1));
minsd = OutConst(minindex,2);
OutMin = mincenter - 3*minsd;
[maxcenter.maxindex] = max(OutConst(:,1));
maxsd = OutConst(maxindex,2);
OutMax = maxcenter + 3*maxsd;
forq = 1:NumOutDiv
y(q) = (OutMax-OutMin)*q/NumOutDiv + OutMin;
end
for r= 1:NumOutMFs
forq = 1:NumOutDiv
Out(r,q) = exp(-1/2
" ((y(q)-OutConst(r,1))/OutConst(r,2))A2);
end
% Graph the membership functions
if(do_plots==1)
plot(y,Out(r,:),'w-');
hold on;
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end
end
if(do_plots==1)
xlabel('y axis');
ylabelOmffOut)');
titlefMembership function of Out');
%print;
hold off;
pause(5);
end
% Nextwe evaluate the inputs to form the membership functions for each rule.
if (do_plots == 0)
[NumRulesjunk] = size(R);
v_sum = 0;
% Calculate the DOFs for the rules
fori = 1:NumRules;
xd =ln1Const(R(i,1),1);
s1 = ln1Const(R(i,1),2);
v(i) = exp( (-1/2)*(((U1-xd)/s1)A2));
v_sum = v_sum + v(i);
end
% Now normalize the DOFs for the rules
% Now compute the output
y_out = 0;
fori = 1:NumRules;
v(i) = v(i)/v_sum;
yc = OutConst(R(i,2),1);
y_out = y_out + v(i)*yc;
end
end
C.ll Two-input Fuzzy Computation - "fuz2.m"
function[y_out,v] = fuz(U1 ,U2,ln1Const,ln2Const,OutConst,R,do_plots);
% [y_out] = fuz(U1,U2,ln1Const,ln2Const,OutConst,R);
% U1 and U2 are the two inputs
% InlConst, ln2Const and OutConst are matrices containing the centers and
% standard deviations for the membership functions
% ex. InlConst = [d sd1
% c2 sd2];
% R is the rule base and is defined such that each row has the MF
% number for InlConst, ln2Const, and OutConst
% ex. R = [ 1 2 1
% 2 3 2 ];
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% Below are example definitions for the fuzzy membership functions
%U1 = 0.3; % Input 1
%U2 = -0.8; % Input 2
%
% Below are example definitions for the fuzzy membership functions
% They are defined in Gaussian form using the center (xc) and the deviation (s)
% as B(x) = exp(-1/2 * ((x-xc)/s)A2)
%
% xd s1
%
%ln1Const = [-2.0 0.5
% -1.0 0.5
% 0.0 0.5
% 1.0 0.5
% 2.0 0.5];
%
% xc2 s2
%
%ln2Const= [-2.0 0.5
% -1.0 0.5
% 0.0 0.5
% 1.0 0.5
% 2.0 0.5];
%
% yc s
%
%OutConst= [-2.0 0.5
% -1.0 0.5
% 0.0 0.5
% 1.0 0.5
% 2.0 0.5];
%
% Below is an example rule base
% The first column is the MF number of In1, the second column is the MF
% number of In2 and the third column is the MF number of Out
%
%R = [
% 2 13
% 4 3 1
% 3 2 5
% ];
% divide the x1 axis up into Numlnl equal sections from In1 Min to Max
[NumlnlMFsjunk] = size(lnlConst);
Numln1Div = 50;
[mincenter.minindex] = min(ln1Const(:,1));
minsd = ln1Const(minindex,2);
InlMin = mincenter - 3*minsd;
[maxcenter.maxindex] = max(ln1Const(:,1));
maxsd = ln1Const(maxindex,2);
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InlMax = maxcenter + 3*maxsd;
forq = 1:Numln1Div
x1(q) = (ln1Max-ln1Min)*q/Numln1Div + InlMin;
end
forr= 1:Numln1MFs
forq = 1:Numln1Div
In1(r,q) = exp(-1/2 * ((x1(q)-ln1Const(r,1))/ln1Const(r,2))A2);
end
% Graph the membership functions
if(do_plots==1)
plot(x1,ln1(r,:),'w-');
hold on;
end
end
if (do_plots == 1)
xlabel('x1 axis');
ylabel('mf(ln1)');
title('Membership function of In1');
%print;
hold off;
pause(5);
end
% divide the x2 axis up into Numln2 equal sections from In2 Min to Max
[Numln2MFs,junk] = size(ln2Const);
Numln2Div = 50;
[mincenter.minindex] = min(ln2Const(:,1));
minsd = ln2Const(minindex,2);
ln2Min = mincenter - 3*minsd;
[maxcenter.maxindex] = max(ln2Const(:,1));
maxsd = ln2Const(maxindex,2);
ln2Max = maxcenter + 3*maxsd;
forq = 1:Numln2Div
x2(q) = (ln2Max-ln2Min)*q/Numln2Div + ln2Min;
end
forr= 1:Numln2MFs
forq = 1:Numln2Div
In2(r,q) = exp(-1/2
* ((x2(q)-ln2Const(r,1))/ln2Const(r,2))A2);
end
% Graph the membership functions
if (do_plots == 1 )
plot(x2,ln2(r,:),'w-');
hold on;
end
end
if (do_plots == 1)
xlabel('x2 axis');
ylabel('mf(ln2)');
title('Membership function of In2');
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%print;
hold off;
pause(5);
end
% divide the y axis up into NUM_Out equal sections from Out Min to Max
[NumOutMFs.junk] = size(OutConst);
NumOutDiv = 50;
[mincenter.minindex] = min(OutConst(:,1));
minsd = OutConst(minindex,2);
OutMin = mincenter - 3*minsd;
[maxcenter.maxindex] = max(OutConst(:,1));
maxsd = OutConst(maxindex,2);
OutMax = maxcenter + 3*maxsd;
forq = 1:NumOutDiv
y(q) = (OutMax-OutMin)*q/NumOutDiv + OutMin;
end
forr= 1:NumOutMFs
forq = 1:NumOutDiv
Out(r.q) = exp(-1/2 * ((y(q)-OutConst(r,1))/OutConst(r,2))A2);
end
% Graph the membership functions
if(do_plots==1)
plot(y,Out(r,:),'w-');
hold on;
end
end
if (do_plots == 1 )
xlabel('y axis');
ylabel('mf(Out)');
title('Membership function of Out');
%print;
hold off;
pause(5);
end
% Nextwe evaluate the inputs to form the membership functions for each rule.
if (do_plots == 0)
[NumRules.junk] = size(R);
v_sum = 0;
% Calculate the DOFs for the rules
fori = 1:NumRules;
xd = ln1Const(R(i,1),1);
s1 = ln1Const(R(i,1),2);
xc2 = ln2Const(R(i,2),1);
s2 = ln2Const(R(i,2),2);
v(i) = exp( (-1/2)*(((U1-xd)/s1)A2 + ((U2-xc2)/s2)A2) );
v_sum = v_sum + v(i);
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end
% Now normalize the DOFs for the rules
% Now compute the output
y_out = 0;
for i = 1:NumRules;
v(i) = v(i)/v_sum;
yc = OutConst(R(i,3),1);
y_out = y_out + v(i)*yc;
end
end
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